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Lectures and discussions

Opening remarksOpening remarks

Global Track, May 21 10:15 — 10:25

SpeakersSpeakers

Arkadiy DvorkovichArkadiy Dvorkovich
Skolkovo Foundation, Chairman

Viktor VekselbergViktor Vekselberg
Skolkovo Foundation, Chairman
of the Board of Directors

Alexander ChernovAlexander Chernov
Skolkovo Foundation, Senior Vice
President for External
Communications and Advertising

Hot Talk. Anti-crisis State MeasuresHot Talk. Anti-crisis State Measures

Global Track, May 21 10:30 — 11:20

Talk-showTalk-show

Today we are witnessing a unprecedented crisis that is unfolding in the economy. A
universal lockdown that is helping humanity to fight the virus, inflicts a severe blow to
business both globally and at the level of individual states, and can lead to a humanitarian
catastrophe.
The most important moment for the state now is the speed and accuracy to support
entrepreneurs who are left face to face with the crisis, low consumer demand and the
destruction of traditional business chains. Are we managing to save the Russian high-tech
business?

• Does the government have a holistic and interconnected plan to prevent the destruction
of the national economy and its restart?
• How businesse can quickly respond to today's challenges and what additions can be
made in anti-crisis support measures?
• What does the government offer to small tech businesses?
• What is the state ready to offer small tech entreprises?

SpeakersSpeakers

Danny PerekalskyDanny Perekalsky
Utkonos ONLINE, CEO

Maxim AkimovMaxim Akimov
Russian Post, CEO

Max KraynovMax Kraynov
Aviasales, CEO

Aleksey FursinAleksey Fursin
Department of Entrepreneurship
and Innovative Development of
the City of Moscow, Head

 ModeratorModerator

Ksenia ChudinovaKsenia Chudinova
Snob project, Editor-in-chief



How Humanistic AI can help guide our choices as inventors andHow Humanistic AI can help guide our choices as inventors and
entrepreneursentrepreneurs

Global Track, May 21 11:25 — 11:55

Keynote by Tom Gruber, SiriKeynote by Tom Gruber, Siri

Tom Gruber, Inventor of Siri, talks about how the principles of humanistic AI have guided
his choices when inventing several technologies and starting 4 companies.

SpeakerSpeaker

Tom GruberTom Gruber
Siri, Co-founder & ex-CTO

The Economy of Isolation. How business is transformed to face new realitiesThe Economy of Isolation. How business is transformed to face new realities

Global Track, May 21 12:00 — 13:15

Panel DiscussionPanel Discussion

The pandemic of the novel virus affects entire industries, companies' and consumers'
behavior in the world, changing supply and demand in the global economy. Despite
globalization, the world is forced to work and exist in isolation both at the level of business,
state, and society. Business is already looking for new niches to develop. As such, the
growing transition to online platforms can become a long-term trend, as well as switching
employees to a remote mode of work. Companies are already developing new solutions in
the field of information and biotechnologies that will help states and businesses cope with
new realities.

How do companies adapt to the changes caused by the global biological threat?
How is the labor market changing due to the new work regime?
How can businesses respond quickly to today's challenges and what strategies
should be applied?
What technologies will help to cope with new realities?
What changes await international relations and what trends will now gather strength?
Will globalization survive the pandemic?

SpeakersSpeakers

John ButlerJohn Butler
Bayer, Vice President, Strategic
Projects, Global External
Innovation & Alliances

Abdulaziz Al KhalifaAbdulaziz Al Khalifa
Qatar Development Bank, CEO

David SneddonDavid Sneddon
Google, MD gTech Professional
Services

Timo HarakkaTimo Harakka
Ministry of Transport and
Communications, Minister

Tatyana BakalchukTatyana Bakalchuk
Wildberries, CEO & Founder

Dmitry MedvedevDmitry Medvedev
Security Council of the Russian
Federation, Deputy Chairman

 ModeratorModerator

Tatiana NaumovaTatiana Naumova
NTV, Project leader



Agents of change. How Cartier Initiative Unites Women EntrepreneursAgents of change. How Cartier Initiative Unites Women Entrepreneurs
Changing the WorldChanging the World

Global Track, May 21 13:20 — 13:55

Keynote by Wingee Sampaio, Cartier WomenKeynote by Wingee Sampaio, Cartier Women’s Initiatives Initiative

If you take a look at the 2019 Global Entrepreneurship Monitor, in the majority of
economies, women more often than men agree that they started a business because they
want to make a difference in the world. Running Cartier Women’s Initiative last 14 years
helped us reveal that women impact entrepreneurs lack financial, social and human capital
support. The Cartier Women’s Initiative aspires to help women driven to lead change
realize their full potential.

1. What would a world with women impact entrepreneurs realizing her full potential
looks like?

2. Why leverage entrepreneurship to create social change? Why women?
3. Designing an ecosystem for women entrepreneurs to create change.

SpeakerSpeaker

Wingee SampaioWingee Sampaio
Cartier Women’s Initiative,
Global Program Director

Finding Entrepreneurial Success in the Most difficult of Times. Learnings forFinding Entrepreneurial Success in the Most difficult of Times. Learnings for
Today from the Shazam ExperienceToday from the Shazam Experience

Global Track, May 21 14:00 — 14:30

Keynote by Chris Barton, ShazamKeynote by Chris Barton, Shazam

Chris Barton will tell the story of creating Shazam despite the fact that it seemed
impossible at the time. (a) Experts said the technology was not possible. (b) Investors said
there was no market for such a service. (c) There were no clear ways to create a vast music
search engine without cloud services or digital music databases available to us. The team
overcame these and many more challenges and we learned lessons about how to build a
product and company that we would like to share with any entrepreneur facing significant
challenges in today's environment.

SpeakerSpeaker

Chris BartonChris Barton
Shazam, Founder



How to create generalizable AI in the coming decade?How to create generalizable AI in the coming decade?

Global Track, May 21 14:35 — 15:05

Keynote by Anima Anandkumar, NvidiaKeynote by Anima Anandkumar, Nvidia

Deep learning has shown impressive performance in many practical applications but has
numerous shortcomings. Real-world applications require generalization to new unseen
scenarios, domains, and tasks. I will present some key ingredients that are critical to
achieving this.

1) Compositional systems that have modular and interpretable components
2) Domain-specific knowledge and constraints
3) Robust uncertainty quantification mechanisms
4) Unsupervised learning to discover new concepts.

I will provide examples in many domains such as autonomous systems, scientific
simulations, program synthesis, etc. The talk will be beginner-friendly and will give a high-
level overview of these challenges.

SpeakerSpeaker

Anima AnandkumarAnima Anandkumar
Caltech and NVIDIA, Professor
and Director of AI research



New investment tools for growthNew investment tools for growth

Global Track, May 21 15:10 — 15:50

Fireside chatFireside chat

Today in Russia, as well as around the world, such spheres as logistics, telecom, fintech,
retail, e-sports are developing rapidly and actively attracting capital. So far, the number of
venture deals in Russia is 5 times lower than in the leading countries - the USA and China.
Nevertheless, the Russian venture investment market is actively developing, striving to
reach the international level, and talented startups that are not found anywhere in the
world are looking for their investors. At the same time, the founders with Russian roots,
who once started their first projects in Russia, make billions of dollars in international
markets.

What areas of investment to choose in tech sector?
How to expand the pipeline of Russian startups in order to invest more?
Is it possible to recognize the future unicorn and what tools will help with this?
How can a startup scale up in other countries and attract foreign investors?
What will happen to Russian venture in the near future?
How can international experience help us to create a working venture ecosystem?
How the pandemic situation has changed the investment environment? How startups
are affected today?

SpeakersSpeakers

Jon MedvedJon Medved
OurCrowd, CEO

Alexander GalitskiyAlexander Galitskiy
Almaz Capital, Managing Partner

Karen BrownKaren Brown
Bridge Arrow, Founder &
Managing Director

Alexei OverchukAlexei Overchuk
Government of the Russian
Federation, Deputy Prime
Minister of the Russian
Federation

 ModeratorModerator

Pekka ViljakainenPekka Viljakainen
Skolkovo Ventures, Chairman of
the Board of Directors



On the top of the world. How companies use innovations to conquer the worldOn the top of the world. How companies use innovations to conquer the world

Global Track, May 21 15:55 — 16:40

Panel DiscussionPanel Discussion

Any business seeks to expand its influence, capture new markets and maximize profits. The
world's largest corporations by capitalization have grown on technologies and markets that
did not exist three decades ago, while the search and creation of such “nonexistent” new
markets are in the blood of these companies.

In the current environment, corporations must rethink the way they do business, create
new business models, utilize all their internal creative potential and effectively attract
external innovations.

1. What are the top innovation trends that will mark 2020?
2. How companies are leading the way in corporate innovation?
3. How to work with the “external mind” and integrate ideas that came from the open

market into the business processes of your company?

SpeakersSpeakers

Dmitry ZauersDmitry Zauers
Gazprombank, Deputy Chairman
of the Management Board

Alexey KornyaAlexey Kornya
MTS, President & CEO

Herman TingaHerman Tinga
Lenta, CEO

Guy DiedrichGuy Diedrich
Cisco, VP & Global Innovation
Officer

 ModeratorModerator

Arkadiy DvorkovichArkadiy Dvorkovich
Skolkovo Foundation, Chairman



Unicornization. How to raise a successful unicorn and hold your groundUnicornization. How to raise a successful unicorn and hold your ground

Global Track, May 21 16:45 — 17:25

Fireside chatFireside chat

In recent years, the global economy has seen explosive growth of unicorn companies in
high-tech fields. The total cost of 452 unicorns in the world reached $1.3 trillion. More and
more countries see these companies as new economic growth points. Today, Russian
startups are trying to quickly and efficiently build expanded ecosystems in order to occupy
leading positions in the market, including the sphere of new technologies development and
new business models creation. To become a “unicorn”, a company must offer the market a
completely new product or service, as well as seriously upgrade existing ones, have a
scalable monetization model and a massive B2C market, while relying on global
experience.

How to attract investments for a future unicorn?
How to stimulate the appearance of "gazelles" and "unicorns" in the Russian market?
What successful practices of global companies can serve as an example for growing
startups?
What can unicorn companies offer and teach?

SpeakersSpeakers

Gordon SangheraGordon Sanghera
Oxford Nanopore Technologies,
CEO

Nicolas BrussonNicolas Brusson
BlaBlaCar, CEO & Co-founder

Chris BartonChris Barton
Shazam, Founder

 ModeratorModerator

Boris KimBoris Kim
QIWI, CEO



Post-Pandemic World. New Technology LeadersPost-Pandemic World. New Technology Leaders

Global Track, May 21 17:30 — 18:15

Panel DiscussionPanel Discussion

What will restarting the economy look like through the eyes of a technology entrepreneur?

This unwanted pandemic mixed up everything in the modern world. Recognized technology
leaders have not yet been able to find a solution to how to protect humanity from the new
virus, and governments of even the most developed countries are trying to solve the
dilemma of economic development vs the health of citizens.

But any storm someday has to come to an end and it is important not to lose strength,
resources and motivation for action in order to be ready to be one step ahead of the
competition.

How will we get out of the crisis and how long will it take?
Where will the center of the world of innovation be located, which can find a solution
to really serious problems of society 2020+.
What technology sectors will become the drivers of growth in the world after the
pandemic?

SpeakersSpeakers

Konstantin SoninKonstantin Sonin
University of Chicago, Professor

Ancha BaranovaAncha Baranova
George Mason University,
Professor

Viktor VekselbergViktor Vekselberg
Skolkovo Foundation, Chairman
of the Board of Directors

Maxim OreshkinMaxim Oreshkin
The Presidential Executive
Officer, Aide to the President

 ModeratorModerator

Andrei SharonovAndrei Sharonov
Moscow School of Management
SKOLKOVO, President



AI as a Masterpiece. How artificial intelligence sets the trendsAI as a Masterpiece. How artificial intelligence sets the trends

Global Track, May 21 18:20 — 19:00

Fireside chatFireside chat

Experts assess the potential of artificial intelligence (AI) as the most significant factor in
increasing labor productivity in all areas of the economy from traditional industries to
digital businesses. And it is obvious that the chain reaction of transformations has already
been launched.

AI is already taking its first steps in the creative sphere, which previously was the
responsibility of only human, and begins to invent. Music, painting, journalism, new
formulas for drugs and even new gadgets. AI is probably the latest creation of humans.
Now for humanity it is important to correctly build a new system of relations between the
world of people and the world of artificial intelligence.

What opportunities and barriers exist on the artificial intelligence market? What
trends does AI set?
What are the challenges faced by an AI-implementing business? What does it need to
enter global markets?
Ethics of the new mind: how to get along with artificial intelligence?
Who is the owner of the rights to the results of artificial intelligence? The author of
the algorithm or the algorithm itself?

SpeakersSpeakers

David YangDavid Yang
Yva.ai, Co-Founder & CEO

Tom GruberTom Gruber
Siri, Co-founder & ex-CTO

Anima AnandkumarAnima Anandkumar
Caltech and NVIDIA, Professor
and Director of AI research

 ModeratorModerator

Ivan OseledetsIvan Oseledets
Skolkovo Institute of Science and
Technology, Professor



Main programMain program
Industry Track ~ May 21 ~ May 21

Discussions

Coronacrisis. New opportunities for startupsCoronacrisis. New opportunities for startups

Industry Track, May 21 10:00 — 10:55

What new opportunities for startups to work with the state and big business did the
pandemic open? What topics for startups are in demand now and will be in demand
tomorrow? How to present your projects to the state? Participants will not only discuss
these issues, but will also share practical recommendations on presentations of IT
solutions for the government.

SpeakersSpeakers

Elena VolotovskayaElena Volotovskaya
Softline Venture Partners,
General Manager

Konstantin ParshinKonstantin Parshin
Skolkovo Foundation, Vice-
President, Executive Director of
IT-cluster

Alexander SvininAlexander Svinin
Government of the Udmurt
Republic, First deputy chairman

George MikaberidzeGeorge Mikaberidze
Rosinfocominvest, CEO

Anatoliy SemenovAnatoliy Semenov
Ministry of innovation, digital
development and
infocommunication technology of
the Republic of Sakha, Yakutia,
Minister

 ModeratorModerator

Larisa KatyshevaLarisa Katysheva
RANEPA, Director, Centre of
modern communications



Meet the Global TechMeet the Global Tech

Industry Track, May 21 11:00 — 11:30

Hosted by Pekka Viljakainen, the bulldozerHosted by Pekka Viljakainen, the bulldozer

In this special track we have a priviledge to meet five ”veterans” of the global techmarket.
Each of them have made several carriers in tech, in different continents and countries.
Each of them are trusted advisors of executives around the world. Each of them have
worked in big tech giants, as well as startups. Pretty tough pack, some might say?

On top of their current roles, they are also active investors and business angels in several
companies. So lets call this group as a SuperBusinessAngels.

In case you have any special questions for them, please submit those directly by email to
bulldozer@sk.ru

SpeakerSpeaker

Birger SteenBirger Steen
Nordic Semiconductor, Chair

 ModeratorModerator

Pekka ViljakainenPekka Viljakainen
Skolkovo Ventures, Chairman of
the Board of Directors

Viruses - what will save humanity in the age of global threatsViruses - what will save humanity in the age of global threats

Industry Track, May 21 11:35 — 12:05

PanelPanel

What lessons should the world community learn from the coronavirus pandemic?
Principles for the development of an antiviral agent. When will the breakthrough be?

SpeakersSpeakers

Vladimir GushchinVladimir Gushchin
Gamaleya Research Center of
Epidemiology and Microbiology,
Head of Lab

Natalia PolushkinaNatalia Polushkina
Skolkovo Foundation, Vice-
President, Executive Director of
Biomedical Technologies Cluster

 ModeratorModerator

Sergey MorozovSergey Morozov
The Research and Practical
Clinical Center for Diagnostics
and Telemedicine Technologies,
CEO



NewSpace after COVID. How the epidemic affected space startups?NewSpace after COVID. How the epidemic affected space startups?

Industry Track, May 21 12:10 — 12:40

Fireside chatFireside chat

COVID epidemic also gathered its victims among space companies: the first to dismiss all
workers and shut down work in general was Bigelow Aerospace, which developed
inflatable modules for space stations. The second, and most significant loss to this date,
was the bankruptcy of OneWeb, an ambitious startup that launched a fashion for connected
mega-groups. The company became the largest commercial customer for Russian launch
vehicles, it launched 74 of 600 satellites into orbit and, unable to attract the next round of
investment, filed for bankruptcy.

Experts warned that the failure of one of the space "unicorns" that attract megaraounds
could adversely affect the desire of investors to invest in space startups. Some say that the
crisis was just a convenient excuse to get rid of distressed assets. Was it really? Together
with our guest speakers we will talk about the way this crisis will affect the volume of
investments in NewSpace startups and what impact it will generally have on cosmonautics.

SpeakersSpeakers

Sergey BorisovSergey Borisov
Organization “Agat”, Strategic
development advisor to the
Director General

Claude RousseauClaude Rousseau
NSR, Research Director

Kyle AciernoKyle Acierno
ispace, VP GLobal Sales and
Strategy

 ModeratorModerator

Ivan KosenkovIvan Kosenkov
Skolkovo Foundation, Senior
Portfolio Manager



Digital industry: best practices of digital transformation from world leadersDigital industry: best practices of digital transformation from world leaders

Industry Track, May 21 12:45 — 13:15

PanelPanel

It is a matter of fact that the world is in the midst of the fourth industrial revolution
(Industry 4.0) today. Transformation of “traditional” factories into “smart” factories, which
includes and combines many different technologies like Cyber Physical Systems, Industrial
Internet of Things (IIoT), Cloud Computing, Artificial Intelligence, etc., potentially brings a
huge number of advantages to the business. The obvious ones are increasing productivity
through optimization and automation, ensuring customer loyalty through personalizing
production, providing higher quality products through real-time monitoring, optimizing of
business processes through intelligent supply chain management and after-sales service,
etc. At the same time, the dramatically rapid development of Industry 4.0 and the desire of
the business to take full advantage of its fruits to ensure tomorrow's global
competitiveness, creates many challenges that companies are forced to deal with right
now. The incomplete list of such challenging issues includes: (1) the emergence of new
business models (which, in turn, requires identification of new strategies); (2) the necessity
to rethink the organizational structure and business processes to maximize the effects of
transformation; (3) the approach to conducting pilots (in which place? at what moment?
how to evaluate the result?); (4) the need to deploy a quality change management (which is
often overlooked by companies); after all, the search and development of talent for a
“successful business reform”.

The session will present the best cases and discuss tools for implementation advanced
digital technologies into the “classical industries”

SpeakersSpeakers

Igor BogachevIgor Bogachev
Zyfra, CEO

Konstantin KravchenkoKonstantin Kravchenko
Concern Uralvagonzavod, CIO

 ModeratorModerator

Alexey BelyakovAlexey Belyakov
Skolkovo Foundation, Vice-
President



Material Revolution. Additive Technologies - The New Universe for MaterialsMaterial Revolution. Additive Technologies - The New Universe for Materials

Industry Track, May 21 13:20 — 13:50

PanelPanel

For most modern industries and emerging markets, materials determine the
competitiveness of products and services, and ultimately the business. The Advanced
materials market in 2018 amounted to almost $60 billion. According to experts, in the next
10 years it will grow by 8-10% per year. Even the hype topics of digitalization, artificial
intelligence and the Internet are all based on the capabilities and limitations of the
materials of processors, memory, cooling systems, sensors, etc. However, additive
technologies stand out even against this impressive background. They open up a great
spectrum of possibilities for obtaining new properties of materials in final products, for
using “traditional” materials in applications where previously it seemed impossible and
for creating multimaterial structures for the functional requirements of the customer. At
the same time, additive manufacturing, being one of the fastest growing technological
segments of the last 10 years, also sets new requirements for the creation of materials.
However, research, development, and the market launch cycle usually take 10 years or
more.

Can AM "motivate" the material science community to move faster? Can digital modeling,
machine learning, or other technologies accelerate the development process? What
materials and what “properties” are in high demand in AM today and which markets are
most susceptible to “additive miracles” and managing the properties of materials? Is it
possible for long development periods to create successful startups at the junction of
material science & additive manufacturing? Experts will try to answer these questions
during the discussion.

SpeakersSpeakers

Dmitry StarodubtsevDmitry Starodubtsev
Mighty Buildings, CTO

Boris PotapkinBoris Potapkin
Kintech Lab, CEO

 ModeratorModerator

Alexander FertmanAlexander Fertman
Skolkovo Foudation, Director for
Science, Technology and
Education

Startup Roulette: FinTechStartup Roulette: FinTech

Industry Track, May 21 13:55 — 14:55

Interview SeriesInterview Series

Startup Roulette: FinTech – a series of interviews with the founders of the leading Skolkovo
fintech companies, who went through the crisis of 2008/2014 due to intelligence.

How do entrepreneurs reassemble their business and themselves in the new economic
reality? Business life hacks, trends and forecasts.

SpeakersSpeakers

Denis KalembergDenis Kalemberg
SafeTech, CEO

Kirill GorynyaKirill Gorynya
Cardsmobile, CEO

Nikolay AdeyevNikolay Adeyev
Artsofte, CEO & Founder

 ModeratorModerator

Pavel NovikovPavel Novikov
Skolkovo Foundation, Director of
Fintech & Blockchain Center



LegalTech-tools to support business and citizens in the era of a pandemicLegalTech-tools to support business and citizens in the era of a pandemic

Industry Track, May 21 15:00 — 16:00

PanelPanel

We have faced the world where physical contact between people is the main threat to the
people themselves. In this paradoxical situation, technology comes to the rescue.
Nevertheless, there is a number of everyday situations for individuals and legal entities in
which technologies are not applicable. For example, marriage, notary services, legally
significant workflow between legal entities.

In the era of industry 4.0 and digital economy, we appeared to be not ready for simple
situations that affect our life, work and activities. What reactive decisions need to be made
today – we will discuss it at Skolkovo LegalTech session.

SpeakersSpeakers

Denis NovakDenis Novak
Ministry of Justice of the Russian
Federation, Deputy Minister

Igor DrozdovIgor Drozdov
Skolkovo Foundation, Chairman
of the Executive Board

Anna KostyraAnna Kostyra
Deloitte, Managing Partner

Sergey BekrenevSergey Bekrenev
European Legal Service,
President

Pavel KlimovPavel Klimov
The Law Society of England and
Wales, Chairman of Technology
& Law Committee

Henrik von WehrsHenrik von Wehrs
Allen & Overy, Legaltech
Manager Europe

 ModeratorModerator

Anton ProninAnton Pronin
Skolkovo Foundation, Director,
Corporate accelerator programs



Intelligent Buildings. Housing ecosystem developmentIntelligent Buildings. Housing ecosystem development

Industry Track, May 21 16:05 — 16:35

PanelPanel

The goal of the national project for the development of the urban environment is to improve
the quality of life of the population, increase the efficiency of resource use, economic
growth through the introduction of new technologies and services. Today, leading real
estate developers are designing smart residential neighborhoods using a variety of
innovative digital solutions. The introduction of new technologies not only changes the
usual way of life in new urban areas, but also creates a new quality of life in homes and
neighborhoods, filling them with digital services and solutions. Smart residential
complexes offer their residents an increased level of comfort and safety, and the
management company offers convenient solutions for managing all processes, reducing
the cost of maintaining the building, and a significant competitive advantage.

SpeakersSpeakers

Alexander RuchevAlexander Ruchev
OSNOVA GROUP, Chairman of
the Board of Directors

Pavel BryzgalovPavel Bryzgalov
FSK, Product director

Stanislav KiselevStanislav Kiselev
Kortros, CEO

 ModeratorModerator

Mikhail TykuchinskyMikhail Tykuchinsky
Skolkovo Foundation,
Development Director of the
Energy Efficiency Cluster



Tech for Good. Sustainable development in industriesTech for Good. Sustainable development in industries

Industry Track, May 21 16:40 — 17:10

PanelPanel

The implementation of sustainable development concept requires a serious of tech
adjustments based on the use of the latest technologies aimed at reducing the
consumption of energy, raw materials and water per unit of production, reducing the level
of environmental impact and more actively involving renewable resources in the production
process.

Industrial enterprises like large consumers of resources have a special role in restoring
the global ecosystem to a level that guarantees the sustainability of the human
environment. The development of industrial technologies goes in the strategic directions of
complexity, low waste and maximum isolation of production cycles, which helps reduce the
negative impact of the extraction, use and disposal of materials for nature. The latest tech
standards require non-waste (or low-waste) production, minimal resource consumption,
environmentally friendly use of natural resources, and the use of alternative energy
sources. The new production management policy is based on shared economic and
environmental responsibility.

With the development of technology, business models of environmental management in
industry are also developing. New cyclical business models are based on replacing
traditional sources of raw materials with renewable or biological materials, recyclables,
extending the service life of a resource and sharing one product with different consumers
or temporary use instead of acquisitions, which slow down the turnover of products in the
economy.

By closing the resource chain and slowing down the movement of products within the
economy, cyclic business models reduce the negative impact of economic activity on the
environment. For example, the use of recyclable materials rather than non-renewable
resources in production can reduce greenhouse gas emissions by up to 90%, depending on
the industry. Recovery of fully used products will reduce waste generation by up to 80%.
New technologies for knowledge management allow a new impact on the worldview, the
culture of thinking of sustainable development in society, including the system of promotion
the ideas and technologies for sustainable development.

SpeakersSpeakers

Dmitry KonovDmitry Konov
SIBUR Holding, Chairman of the
Management Board

Alexander ShevelevAlexander Shevelev
Severstal, CEO

Nail MaganovNail Maganov
Tatneft, General Director

 ModeratorModerator

Oleg DubnovOleg Dubnov
Skolkovo Foundation, Vice
President, Executive Director,
Energy Efficiency Cluster



Century of Energy. Towards Digital MarketsCentury of Energy. Towards Digital Markets

Industry Track, May 21 17:15 — 17:45

Panel DiscussionPanel Discussion

In 2020, the Skolkovo project will turn 10 years old, but we will not disregard another
anniversary - 100 years ago, the construction of our country's energy sector according to
the GOELRO plan began. For a century, electricity has been considered a boon, a service
that a consumer receives for a fixed price. The technological leap in green generation,
energy storage, smart metering, network reliability, digital solutions provides a new
opportunity for consumers, first industrial, now private.

The consumer himself can produce energy for his own needs, receive it in that volume and
when necessary, be flexible in the choice of tariffs. Now the consumer can sell energy. The
trend is that the consumer wants to pay a reasonable and understandable price for energy.
The consumer got the tools and learned to count.

The big trend in digitalization, big data, and analysis algorithms in the energy sector is, first
and foremost, the “transparency” industry. The tariff is set transparently for the
consumer, the investment process and the real state of the assets of energy companies
become transparent. It is easier for the consumer to calculate and choose a solar panel, or
buy energy from a traditional hydrocarbon station, or buy "green" energy, which does not
harm the environment, although more expensive.

Rethinking the whole model of relationships in the energy system is taking place in most
global electricity markets. In the anniversary year, we will discuss the begun changes in
technologies and business models with energy companies.

SpeakersSpeakers

Fabio TentoriFabio Tentori
Enel, Head of Innovation Hubs

Konstantin MikhailikKonstantin Mikhailik
Rosseti, Deputy General Director
for Digital Transformation

Evgeny OlkhovichEvgeny Olkhovich
Enholding, General manager

 ModeratorsModerators

Oleg DubnovOleg Dubnov
Skolkovo Foundation, Vice
President, Executive Director,
Energy Efficiency Cluster

Anton SkibinAnton Skibin
Skolkovo Foundation,
Acceleration Director



One gadget a day keeps doctor away. What awaits the SportTech market?One gadget a day keeps doctor away. What awaits the SportTech market?

Industry Track, May 21 17:50 — 18:30

Discussion with the support of Veb VenturesDiscussion with the support of Veb Ventures

The COVID-19 outbreak not only reminded everyone of the importance of following personal
hygiene rules - health care has come to the fore for many. In the face of the impossibility of
attending sports clubs and training in the open air, the role of sports gadgets in all their
diversity has sharply increased - from simple fitness trackers to large-scale systems based
on artificial intelligence.
At the same time, the pandemic has caused global changes in the niche of sports events:
most competitions in the most popular sports have been canceled or postponed
indefinitely. Competitions without spectators are held precisely, but online solutions have
become the main format of interaction between athletes and fans.
How temporary these changes are is the development of the coronovirus event. But now
it’s clear that it is impossible to exclude the repetition of similar scenarios. Sport in all its
manifestations - from fitness clubs to world championships - is on the verge of global
change. A fair question arises: can the sports industry fully “return to form”, or is its
digitalization inevitable?

• What SportTech can help traditional sports?
• How much has the role of gadgets grown in the fitness industry and the professional
sports community?
• How is artificial intelligence used in sports technology?
• Is the Russian market interesting to leading Sporttech players?
• What will the sporting event industry look like after the pandemic?

SpeakersSpeakers

David LiDavid Li
Shenzhen Open Innovation Lab,
Executive Director

Vasily MozzhukhinVasily Mozzhukhin
IRONMAN 70.3, Race director

 ModeratorModerator

Oleg TeplovOleg Teplov
VEB Ventures, CEO

Metallurgy and Additive TechnologiesMetallurgy and Additive Technologies

Industry Track, May 21 18:35 — 19:00

InterviewInterview

Director of business development and corporate venturing of one of the largest players in
the metallurgy market will talk about technologies that can significantly change the
industry in the medium term and what requirements do current development trends put
forward for future materials. One of the areas that can significantly affect production
chains in the industrial sector is additive manufacturing. The expert will present his view on
the development of this segment, its role in metallurgy, and the ability to create specialized
materials for 3D printing, “reveal” the secrets of how Severstal and its competitors in
Russia and in the world use the capabilities of additive technologies today, and what the
future holds. We will also discuss the interaction of industrial giants with startups, and the
role of venture tools in the development of technologies for metallurgical industries.

SpeakerSpeaker

Andrey LaptevAndrey Laptev
Severstal, Director Business
Development and Corporate
Venturing

 ModeratorModerator

Alexander FertmanAlexander Fertman
Skolkovo Foudation, Director for
Science, Technology and
Education



Main programMain program
Keynote Track ~ May 21 ~ May 21

Lectures

Who Will Create the Next Web Interface?Who Will Create the Next Web Interface?

Keynote Track, May 21 10:00 — 10:25

Lecture by Lev Manovich, Cultural Analytics LabLecture by Lev Manovich, Cultural Analytics Lab

Our computer interfaces to information and to each other are very old. The first computer
search systems were already built by 1950. GUI we use today was invented in the middle of
the 1970s. The first graphical web Mosaic was released in 1993. The first modern social
network SixDegres already gained 1 million users in 1998.

Meanwhile, the amount of information and media content online keeps growing, and more
people are joining in. For example, the proportion of Internet users in the developing world
grew from 21% to 41%.

We need new big ideas for how to see and interact with this information, content, and
media. Search, recommendation engines, and filtering using ML do work to a certain
extent, but we need other paradigms as well. I will discuss some possible directions and
also show research from our lab to build exploration tools for arbitrarily large numbers of
images.

SpeakerSpeaker

Lev ManovichLev Manovich
Cultural Analytics Lab, Director

Building Trust to Enable Data Access and SharingBuilding Trust to Enable Data Access and Sharing

Keynote Track, May 21 10:30 — 11:00

Lecture by Riccardo Masucci, IntelLecture by Riccardo Masucci, Intel

Access to data is essential to the development and deployment of emerging technologies
like artificial intelligence. Improving access to data would be beneficial for making design
more innovative, for better achieving public policy priorities and for increasing quality and
quantity of services for citizens. The ability to share data across economic sectors and to
move data across borders allows for diversity and enhanced accuracy in datasets, and
reduces the risks for unintended biases. AI technologies take advantage of ubiquitous data
analytics and increased mechanisms for data collection and creation to make autonomous
determinations in nearly real-time. In some cases, these decisions may affect individuals,
leading to the need for public and private organizations to protect citizens and minimize
adverse impacts. Data access, sharing and protection are key pillars of any data strategy,
while privacy and security are enabling factors to ensure trust in the data processing and
digital infrastructure.

SpeakerSpeaker

Riccardo MasucciRiccardo Masucci
Intel, Global Director of Privacy
Policy



The Technologies and Tools Driving Global Collaboration in a post-COVIDThe Technologies and Tools Driving Global Collaboration in a post-COVID
WorldWorld

Keynote Track, May 21 11:05 — 11:30

Lecture by Dave Erickson, FreeConferenceCall.comLecture by Dave Erickson, FreeConferenceCall.com

Overview of how COVID will forever change the workplace increasing reliance on innovative
collaboration tools with global reach. This presentation will cover the role of free services
in meeting the needs of consumers, governments and business during the pandemic along
with charts on global growth, hot spots and Russian-specific growth models. We will also
cover what may change going forward and the impact on products that were only
temporarily free. And finally we will discuss pros/cons of funding models and case study
the donor supported model that is enabling tools like FreeConferenceCall.com to grow
globally and remain a free service.

SpeakerSpeaker

Dave EricksonDave Erickson
FreeConferenceCall.com,
Founder & CEO

Yes, You Have the Power to Build the Next Disruptor!Yes, You Have the Power to Build the Next Disruptor!

Keynote Track, May 21 11:30 — 11:50

Lecture by Samaira Mehta, Coder BunnyzLecture by Samaira Mehta, Coder Bunnyz

Samaira's captivating and interactive talk will focus on the power that
each of us has, that could help build the next disruptor(s). She opens the talk with how all
of us have grown so accustomed to technology, like our phones, for our day to day life. But
reminds us that technology is not the future, people are the future. Each of us has
superpowers that can help bring change and create disruptions. She will talk about her
journey that made her CEO at the age of 7. Her journey is full of success and failure stories,
all of which are basic ingredients of learning and bringing out best inside us. Her talk ends
with a very important message. Hear her and be inspired by Samaira Mehta, the 12-year-
old entrepreneur.

SpeakerSpeaker

Samaira MehtaSamaira Mehta
Coder Bunnyz, CEO & Founder

The Right Mindset for Productivity ManagementThe Right Mindset for Productivity Management

Keynote Track, May 21 11:55 — 12:05

Lecture by Victoria Repa, BetterMeLecture by Victoria Repa, BetterMe

Victoria believes business results are determined by a leader’s mindset. If it is in panic
and priorities are blurred, this leads to inconsistent actions at the expense of profit. In this
talk, you’ll learn about the basic principles of conducting a fast-growing business, highly
effective team building tips, and how to keep your internal state productive. Victoria has
been following her healthy routine, practicing yoga, and meditation for several years, which
positively affects her productivity and business growth. She will share her experience of
how to take care of yourself and why Victoria promotes this to her team.

SpeakerSpeaker

Victoria RepaVictoria Repa
BetterMe, CEO & Co-founder



Machine Learning for Builders. Tools, Trends, and TruthsMachine Learning for Builders. Tools, Trends, and Truths

Keynote Track, May 21 12:10 — 12:30

Lecture by Rob De Feo, Amazon Web ServicesLecture by Rob De Feo, Amazon Web Services

Machine learning techniques are being applied to every industry, leveraging an increasing
amount of data and ever faster compute. But that doesn’t mean machine learning
techniques are a perfect fit for every situation (yet). So how can a startup harness machine
learning for its own set of unique problems and solutions, and does it require a warehouse
filled with PhDs to pull it off? In this talk you’ll learn about the tools that make machine
learning available to a wider set of people and problems. You’ll understand where
machine learning is a perfect fit to drive your business, and where it has further to go.
Finally, in what new directions machine learning’s most advanced practitioners are taking
it now.

SpeakerSpeaker

Rob De FeoRob De Feo
Amazon Web Services, Startup
Advocate

Tech Trends in Brazil. Opportunities for Startups in Retail and LogisticsTech Trends in Brazil. Opportunities for Startups in Retail and Logistics
during Pandemicduring Pandemic

Keynote Track, May 21 12:35 — 12:55

Lecture by Vitor Magnani, LoggiLecture by Vitor Magnani, Loggi

What are the main sectors of activity?
What are the challenges?
Trends and Opportunities

SpeakerSpeaker

Vitor MagnaniVitor Magnani
Loggi, Head of Public Affairs



New Work for Leaders. Unleashing the Best in Individuals and TeamsNew Work for Leaders. Unleashing the Best in Individuals and Teams

Keynote Track, May 21 13:00 — 13:30

Lecture by Raffaela Rein, WildWildVenturesLecture by Raffaela Rein, WildWildVentures

In today’s companies, people are less engaged than ever before and millenials move jobs
more frequently than any generation ever before. Engagement levels affect everything
from productivity, innovation and ultimately profits.

Having seen first-hand how New Work unleashed the best in individuals and teams,
Raffaela believes it should be every company’s top priority in 2020.

In this entertaining and informative speech, Raffaela takes you along the rollercoaster
journey of her career working in big companies to founding her own tech start-up. She
discusses how the introduction of a flat hierarchy and transparent salaries actually hurt
performance and how new work helped the business bounce back to a passionate, and fun
place to work which put performance back on track.

This talk is aimed to be thought provoking to leaders in your company and give you
actionable points you can use to get your engagement levels high again.

SpeakerSpeaker

Raffaela ReinRaffaela Rein
WildWildVentures, Managing
Director & Founder

From Digital to the Real and BackFrom Digital to the Real and Back

Keynote Track, May 21 13:35 — 14:05

Keynote with the support of Fund for Infrastructure and Educational Programs RUSNANO GroupKeynote with the support of Fund for Infrastructure and Educational Programs RUSNANO Group

Is there a place for technology devices and focus of companies on digital solutions in the
era of total digitalization? Can a hardware product become a bridge to a new market?

Dmitry Vasilev, Co-founder of Industrial Design Studio Development at Karfidov Lab, will
talk about the possibility of monetizing the company's IT competencies, launching
technological hardware products on the market using case studies of Russian and foreign
companies, how real-world products can generate profit for IT development, as well as the
role of industrial design and engineering in these processes. We will analyze the cases of
Karfidov Lab + ProSoft (biometric gateway), Karifdov Lab + CGF Company (Nimble Helmet),
HYVE + Deutche Telekom.

SpeakerSpeaker

Dmitry VasilevDmitry Vasilev
Karfidov Lab, Co-founder,
Director for Business
Development



Journey on Building a Healthcare Technology BusinessJourney on Building a Healthcare Technology Business

Keynote Track, May 21 14:10 — 14:40

Lecture by Ting Shih, ClickMedixLecture by Ting Shih, ClickMedix

Ting Shih is the CEO and founder of ClickMedix, an award-winning healthcare technology
social enterprise born out of MIT to enable health organizations to serve more patients
through its mHealth platform. She spent the last 10 years implementing mobile health
programs across more than countries serving more than 1 million patients in Asia, Africa,
South America and North America to deliver financially sustainable health programs
through ClickMedix platform. In this talk, Ting Shih will describe her journey since
graduating from MIT, and how her first pilot helped saved the lives of women living with
cancer in sub-saharan Africa, and to working with insurance companies helping seniors
fight chronic diseases. She will also describe the challenges in transforming how
healthcare is delivered, accessed, and funded, and how to grow a social enterprise focused
on doing good, while scaling as a sustainable business.

SpeakerSpeaker

Ting ShihTing Shih
ClickMedix, CEO & Founder

How to be on top during a crisis and not crash?How to be on top during a crisis and not crash?

Keynote Track, May 21 14:45 — 15:15

Panel with the support of VTB & RusbasePanel with the support of VTB & Rusbase

During crisis, everyone discusses how bad business is and how to save it. And we decided
to talk with those who have a different way. With those who were not afraid to launch a new
product, either rebooted and transferred the entire offline process online, or came up with
how to attract the attention of large partners. Their current growth during the crisis will
greatly affect future sales. Or not be able to.

SpeakersSpeakers

Alexei PoliakovAlexei Poliakov
Locomizer, CEO

Darya AbramovaDarya Abramova
Codabra, CEO

Andrey AleksakhinAndrey Aleksakhin
VTB, Head of New Digital
Services for SME

 ModeratorModerator

Maria PodlesnovaMaria Podlesnova
Rusbase, Founder & CEO



Thriving in Times of CrisisThriving in Times of Crisis

Keynote Track, May 21 15:20 — 15:50

Lecture by Oussama Ammar, The FamilyLecture by Oussama Ammar, The Family

During normal times, a startup should always be adaptable and ready to go into crisis
mode. As an entrepreneur you need to be able to change everything you do and see
opportunities to be seized.
And as far as crises go, COVID-19 is one of the biggest challenges lots of people will go
through in their lives.

In this talk, Oussama will go over the mindset, cash & business strategy needed to survive
the storm and emerge stronger from the crisis

SpeakerSpeaker

Oussama AmmarOussama Ammar
The Family, Co-founder &
Director

Success Story. Quantum computer in RussiaSuccess Story. Quantum computer in Russia

Keynote Track, May 21 15:55 — 16:25

Lecture by Ruslan Yunusov, RosatomLecture by Ruslan Yunusov, Rosatom

As part of a master class at Startup Village 2020, Ruslan Yunusov will tell the story of the
management of the Russian Quantum Center (RQC), which over the 10 years of its
existence has become the largest scientific center in the field of quantum technologies,
engaged not only in basic research in 16 scientific groups and laboratories, but also
development and commercialization of products of 7 startups that are part of the RQC. At
the master class, Ruslan will share his experience in managing an international team of
leading scientists, as well as reveal the secret to the success of obtaining funding from
public and private sources.

SpeakerSpeaker

Ruslan YunusovRuslan Yunusov
Rosatom State Nuclear Energy
Corporation, Project Manager for
creating a quantum computer in
Russia

The path from an idea to a million dollar investment: what needs to be doneThe path from an idea to a million dollar investment: what needs to be done
and what can interfereand what can interfere

Keynote Track, May 21 16:30 — 17:15

Webinar and analysis of plans to achieve the next round of investment from IIDF expertsWebinar and analysis of plans to achieve the next round of investment from IIDF experts

The first part of the workshop. Dmitry Kalaev, director of IIDF Accelerator, will tell you how
an IT start-up can build an optimal route from an idea to multimillion-dollar investments,
what steps lead to the result, and what, on the contrary, can prevent you from reaching the
next stage of business development.

SpeakerSpeaker

Dmitry KalaevDmitry Kalaev
IIDF Accelerator, Director



Keys to Global Startup SuccessKeys to Global Startup Success

Keynote Track, May 21 17:20 — 17:50

Dialogue by David Yang & Gary Fowler, Yva.aiDialogue by David Yang & Gary Fowler, Yva.ai

David Yang and Gary Fowler know firsthand how to launch successful startups and turn
them into global projects. “I started at least 12 projects. I will not say anything new, but
entrepreneurship is really a very big risk. There is little likelihood of success,” – said David
Yang, Serial Entrepreneur and Founder of ABBYY. According to him, if the probability of a
startup’s success is extremely low initially, then it approaches zero, if the project does not
have at least two, and preferably three factors, which the entrepreneur calls “magic
crystals”.

Silicon Valley legend Gary Fowler is known for his many years of experience launching
startups in Russia, as well as for his successful IPO (CKSW). David Yang’s partner in a new
project, Yva.ai, an AI that “reads the minds” of employees, has its own proven 360-degree
ecosystem method, which he thought of to quickly and efficiently develop startups to
maximize the chances of success.

• What factors are necessary for a startup’s global success?
• How does the “fake it till you make it” strategy work?
• How is a successful business different from a failed one and how to enter the
international level?

SpeakersSpeakers

Gary FowlerGary Fowler
GSD Venture Studios, Co-
Founder, CEO and President

David YangDavid Yang
Yva.ai, Co-Founder & CEO

 ModeratorModerator

Danil KislinskiyDanil Kislinskiy
GSD Venture Studios, Partner &
VP of Global Business
Intelligence

Pros and Cons Starting Business in the US?Pros and Cons Starting Business in the US?

Keynote Track, May 21 17:55 — 18:25

Lecture by Derek Distenfield, GSD Venture StudiosLecture by Derek Distenfield, GSD Venture Studios

Derek will discuss the the opportunities and and challenges in running a global company in
silicon valley. He will utilize his 15+ years of experience (including three exits) in the US and
pull from his role as Co-founder of GSD Venture Studios to provide actionable tips to make
your venture a success.

SpeakerSpeaker

Derek DistenfieldDerek Distenfield
GSD Venture Studios, COO & Co-
founder



Acceleration. Best PracticeAcceleration. Best Practice

Keynote Track, May 21 18:30 — 19:00

InterviewInterview

Over the past few years, startup accelerators began to change their format of work,
adapting to the increasing demand for “digitalization components” in the form of startups
from corporate customers in various industries who were looking for new ways to create a
“funnel” of projects for piloting and introducing innovations. At the same time, the COVID-
19 pandemic accelerated the pace of digital transformation in most large companies,
changing the priorities of this area from “nice-to-have” to “must have ASAP”.

What will be the role of accelerators in the ecosystem of innovations that has changed
since the beginning of the “COVID era” and what are the best practices of the best
accelerators in the world? You can learn about this at the panel discussion.

SpeakerSpeaker

Amir AmidiAmir Amidi
Plug and Play, Managing
Partner, Travel and Hospitality
Program

 ModeratorModerator

Alexey BelyakovAlexey Belyakov
Skolkovo Foundation, Vice-
President



Main programMain program
Global Track ~ May 22 ~ May 22

Lectures and discussions

Quarantine Technologies. Has the pandemic managed to accelerateQuarantine Technologies. Has the pandemic managed to accelerate
digitalization?digitalization?

Global Track, May 22 10:15 — 10:55

Talk showTalk show

The pandemic and quarantine have given an unexpected boost to the development of the
digital realm. Remote work and faster development create a new system of relationships.
In a number of industries (in media and entertainment), the “flight” is quite manageable,
somewhere (as in education) there were signs of the need to change the system, and for
economists and financiers it was the opportunity to transfer projects based on big data and
artificial intelligence, from research - into pilot ones with access to replication. How has
the environment changed in different sectors, what opportunities have opened and which
have become irrelevant?

SpeakersSpeakers

Alexander AkopovAlexander Akopov
Amedia, Amediateka & COSMOS
Studio, Founder

Anatoly ChubaysAnatoly Chubays
RUSNANO, Chairman of the
Board

Alexander KuleshovAlexander Kuleshov
Skolkovo Institute of Science and
Technology, President

 ModeratorModerator

Tatiana NaumovaTatiana Naumova
NTV, Project leader

Finals of the the Startup Village 2020 technology projects competitionFinals of the the Startup Village 2020 technology projects competition

Global Track, May 22 11:00 — 14:00

The finals of the competition will be held in 4 categories: - Information technology - BiomedicalThe finals of the competition will be held in 4 categories: - Information technology - Biomedical
technologies technologies - Industrial technologies - Energy-efficient technologies- Industrial technologies - Energy-efficient technologies

Startups as works of art are real technological masterpieces created by inventors,
scientists and entrepreneurs. This year at Startup Village we will choose the best of them
and give the 24 million (Total prize money) to those who get the highest expert rating!

The finals of the competition will be held in 4 categories:

Information technology (11:00 – 11:50);
Biomedical technologies (11:50 – 12:30);
Industrial technologies (12:30 – 13:10);
Energy-efficient technologies (13:10 – 13:50).

The results will be counted immediately after the 4 finals.

Three winners will be selected from each track with the following prize money: 3rd place -
1 million rubles, 2nd place - 2 million rubles, 1st place - 3 million rubles.



New venture order. Opportunities and investments for tech- projects amidNew venture order. Opportunities and investments for tech- projects amid
crisiscrisis

Global Track, May 22 14:05 — 14:45

Panel by Department of entrepreneurship and innovative development of MoscowPanel by Department of entrepreneurship and innovative development of Moscow

Global economy is facing an explosive growth of ecosystems followed by the rapid
development of innovative technologies. Accelerators, incubators, corporate programmes
and venture investments have become an integral part of the emerging innovation
ecosystem in Russia.

Semyon Dukach (venture capitalist, ex-Director of Techstars Boston, founder One Way
Ventures) and Anatoly Valetov (Director of Moscow Innovation Cluster Fund) will discuss the
opportunities of a technological world:

Global venture-capital market: trends, challenges and opportunities
Global business-accelerator TechStars/Startupbootcamp
Digital solutions and development programmes provided by Moscow Innovation
Cluster

SpeakersSpeakers

Anatoly ValetovAnatoly Valetov
Moscow Innovation Cluster Fund,
Director

Semyon DukachSemyon Dukach
One Way Ventures, Founding
Partner

 ModeratorModerator

Vladislav ZdorenkoVladislav Zdorenko
Startech, Co-founder & CEO

From seed to speed. How accelerators help startups skyrocketFrom seed to speed. How accelerators help startups skyrocket

Global Track, May 22 14:50 — 15:35

Fireside chatFireside chat

Recently, a sufficient number of interesting startups have appeared as a result of
acceleration programs that encourage more and more entrepreneurs using similar
support tools. Today, there are many programs that help attract investment and support in
the process of turning their brilliant ideas into a real product.

How to choose your accelerator?
Startup support: what initiatives and tools are available?
How do accelerators interact with investors?
International experience and trends: how are startups are supported in the leading
clusters of the world?

SpeakersSpeakers

Sissel HansenSissel Hansen
Startup Guide, Founder & CEO

Pawel BochniarzPawel Bochniarz
MIT EF CEE, Chairman

Christian LindenerChristian Lindener
Airbus, Head of BizLabs

David FernándezDavid Fernández
Start-Up Chile, Chief Growth
Officer

 ModeratorModerator

Kirill KaemKirill Kaem
Skolkovo Foundation, Senior Vice
President for Innovations



Inspiring Leadership. The Amazons of Tech Avant-GardeInspiring Leadership. The Amazons of Tech Avant-Garde

Global Track, May 22 15:40 — 16:20

Fireside chat "Women in Tech"Fireside chat "Women in Tech"

Women in TechWomen in Tech

Women in today's world of innovation and technology are increasingly becoming one of the
best and self-sufficient leaders like the militant and legendary Amazons – the heroines of
artistic works and ancient art. For many modern Amazons are a symbol of independence, a
role model. Their achievements increasingly peak at the first lines in leading rankings and
serve as an example not only for women, but also for men. These are the stories about
superwomen in the era of the information revolution.

Amazons of tech avant-garde – who are the tech leaders of our day?
Female leadership that inspires. What stories can be seen as role models?
What tools do women need to become successful entrepreneurs and executives?

SpeakersSpeakers

Ayumi Moore AokiAyumi Moore Aoki
Women in Tech, Founder &
President

Caroline CodsiCaroline Codsi
Women in Governance, President
& Founder

Chitra SternChitra Stern
Elegant Group, CEO

Wingee SampaioWingee Sampaio
Cartier Women’s Initiative,
Global Program Director

 ModeratorModerator

Ekaterina InozemtsevaEkaterina Inozemtseva
Skolkovo Forum, CEO

Meet the Global TechMeet the Global Tech

Global Track, May 22 16:25 — 16:55

Hosted by Pekka Viljakainen, the bulldozerHosted by Pekka Viljakainen, the bulldozer

In this special track we have a priviledge to meet five ”veterans” of the global techmarket.
Each of them have made several carriers in tech, in different continents and countries.
Each of them are trusted advisors of executives around the world. Each of them have
worked in big tech giants, as well as startups. Pretty tough pack, some might say?

On top of their current roles, they are also active investors and business angels in several
companies. So lets call this group as a SuperBusinessAngels.

In case you have any special questions for them, please submit those directly by email to
bulldozer@sk.ru

SpeakerSpeaker

Peter SondergaardPeter Sondergaard
The Sondergaard Group, CEO &
Founder

 ModeratorModerator

Pekka ViljakainenPekka Viljakainen
Skolkovo Ventures, Chairman of
the Board of Directors



Our Digital Footprint. Ethics, inclusion & citizenship in a technologicalOur Digital Footprint. Ethics, inclusion & citizenship in a technological
civilizationcivilization

Global Track, May 22 17:00 — 17:30

Keynote by Galit Ariel, WondARlands - Spatial Innovation LabKeynote by Galit Ariel, WondARlands - Spatial Innovation Lab

Technology is changing our presence, participation and agency in physical and virtual
spaces. How will our society and our digital placemaking intertwine in the not-so-distant
future? What will tech-embedded cities & societies look like? What measures should we
take as policymakers, creators, citizens and consumers pre and post COVID-19?

Digital culture and subculture: the emergence of urban Digitribes and etiquette
Smart cities for dumb societies: the future of privacy and data privileges within public
spaces
The changing role of technology in societies: blending and reshaping public, personal
and intimate spaces

SpeakerSpeaker

Galit ArielGalit Ariel
WondARlands - Spatial
Innovation Lab, Founder &
Creative Director

Responsible technology in a times of transformation. Building bridgesResponsible technology in a times of transformation. Building bridges
between the public and private sectorbetween the public and private sector

Global Track, May 22 17:35 — 18:05

Public Talk with MicrosoftPublic Talk with Microsoft

The Public Talk will focus on the main technological trends, on the responsibility and values
of developers, on the importance of public / private interaction.

SpeakerSpeaker

Casper KlyngeCasper Klynge
Microsoft, Vice President for
European Government Affairs

 ModeratorModerator

Igor DrozdovIgor Drozdov
Skolkovo Foundation, Chairman
of the Executive Board



How to use Artificial Intelligence in Times of CrisisHow to use Artificial Intelligence in Times of Crisis

Global Track, May 22 18:10 — 18:40

Keynote by Noelle Silver, NPRKeynote by Noelle Silver, NPR

How to use Artificial Intelligence in Times of Crisis
In this session we will discuss three real, tangible use cases for leveraging artificial
intelligence and applied machine learning models to solve problems in times of crisis. We
will walk through problem discovery, design, development and deployment of solutions that
can change the world.

In this talk,we will cover 3 specific use cases:

1. Use of open datasets to solve the world's problems – a list of open datasets will be
provided that the attendees can take away

2. Helping Educators deliver value and engage with students (building bots for
classrooms) – a free tutorial that the attendees can take after the session to get
hands on experience building a classroom bot

3. The Power of Voice to create a simpler and hands-free interface to even the most
complicated applications – a list of voice-dev resources will be provided for those
who want to dive into the world of Amazon Alexa

SpeakerSpeaker

Noelle SilverNoelle Silver
NPR, Vice President Of Digital
Technology

VR panel: virtual events & the future of networking. Are we moving to VR?VR panel: virtual events & the future of networking. Are we moving to VR?

Global Track, May 22 18:45 — 20:00

The event industry is one of the most affected ones by the COVID crisis. From conferences
to festival organizers - everyone is looking for solutions to bring their events beyond Zoom.
What about VR? Can it become a solution for the industry in crisis? What is the reality of
remote collaboration platforms? And when are we going to meet in VR? A panel discussion
with industry experts and leading remote collaboration platforms on the future of virtual
communication in the post-COVID world.

SpeakersSpeakers

Alexey KalenchukAlexey Kalenchuk
Skolkovo Foundation, Head of
AR\VR direction

Chris MadsenChris Madsen
Immersive VR Education,
Business Development

Richard WardRichard Ward
McKinsey, Global Lead, VR
Enterprise Solutions

Cristian-Emanuel AntonCristian-Emanuel Anton
Meet In VR, CEO & Co-Founder

Fabio HofnikFabio Hofnik
Flipside XR, Business
Development

 ModeratorModerator

Alina MikhalevaAlina Mikhaleva
Less Media Group, Founder



Main programMain program
Partner Track ~ May 22 ~ May 22

Discussions

The role of digital technology in the health industry: development vectorThe role of digital technology in the health industry: development vector

Partner Track, May 22 10:00 — 10:30

Discussion with the support of Veb VenturesDiscussion with the support of Veb Ventures

According to VEB Ventures, in the first quarter of 2020, global funding for healthcare
companies increased by 72% compared to the same period last year and reached a record
S3.6 billion. At the same time, telemedicine became the first health sector in terms of
investment: total investments reached $ 788 million, and the market volume, according to
Brand essence research 2019, last year the global telemedicine market reached an
impressive $ 48 billion. Russian indicators are still far from global: according to VEB
Ventures, at the end of 2019 the market of remote medical services was estimated at 1.5
billion rubles, but in the next five years the figure could rise a multiple - up to 96 billion
with an average annual growth rate of 116%. The capitalization of a large foreign
telemedicine company is comparable to the budget for healthcare in a small country: the
market has huge potential, and its development is especially important for such a vast
territory as the Russian Federation, where the distribution density of qualified medical care
is uneven.
One of the drivers of the sharp increase in telemedicine, of course, was the COVID-19
pandemic: the load of clinics increased sharply, remote services attracted the attention of
patients. For example, the joint project of the Doctor Near Clinic, VEB.RF and VEB Ventures
provided 7,000 distance consultations in almost all regions of the Russian Federation for
the first 20 days of operation, and many other companies launched similar services.
The trend is obvious: the digitalization of healthcare has reached Russia, which still lags
significantly behind the long-established and prosperous world market. It's not just about
telemedics - the Medtech industry is much wider than medical video consultations - the
quality management system of clinic management, digital solutions in the field of
diagnostics, medical Big Data analysis systems, and much more.
Today, the role of innovative projects in the medical field is greater than ever: investor
attention is focused on perspective start-ups and already fledged projects that have
successfully passed the sowing stage. A technological ecosystem is being formed, which is
designed to provide the patient with quality service at each stage and optimize the costs of
market players.

What is holding back the development of MedTech in Russia?
How to keep the demand of the Russian population for medical technologies
increased due to a pandemic?
What MedTech projects are Russian investors ready to invest in.
Are Russian patients ready for distant treatment?
How the industry will develop with the involvement of innovative projects.
Can innovative technologies help optimize health care costs and improve the quality
of care?
The role of technology at all stages of patient care.

SpeakersSpeakers

Sergei SidorovSergei Sidorov
Medscan, Chairman of the board

Oxana MongeOxana Monge
Sanofi, Country Chair

Maxim CherninMaxim Chernin
Doctor ryadom, Co-founder

 ModeratorModerator

Veronika FidlerVeronika Fidler
VEB Ventures, Chief Investment
Officer



A successful tandem. The role of corporations in the development ofA successful tandem. The role of corporations in the development of
innovative healthcare solutionsinnovative healthcare solutions

Partner Track, May 22 10:35 — 10:55

Panel with the support of SanofiPanel with the support of Sanofi

The role of corporations in the development of innovative healthcare solutions
What should be the ideal model of partnership between business/innovative
startups/the state
The role and tasks of innovative projects in the pharmaceutical industry (global cases
/ examples, which could be relevant for the Russian market).

SpeakerSpeaker

Aleksandr MazurovAleksandr Mazurov
Sanofi, CDO

 ModeratorModerator

Kirill KaemKirill Kaem
Skolkovo Foundation, Senior Vice
President for Innovations

Open dialogue with SkolkovoOpen dialogue with Skolkovo

Partner Track, May 22 11:00 — 11:30

InterviewInterview

Why the country needs Skolkovo Innovation Center and why in 10 years it has not become
the IT capital of the world we will answer in an uncensored interview on May 22 "And
Talk?” (rus. А поговорить?).

Startup Village is an all-around creative international platform for several thousand tech
entrepreneurs. Some of them present their innovative projects here, others are looking for
partners and investors, and others are walking through a virtual exhibition of startups.
However, the connecting element is communication. Lively conversation, discussion of
world trends and technological innovations. In discussions, new ideas and partnership are
born.

One of the conference speakers will be a master of interview, journalist and blogger Irina
Shikhman. She runs her own show on YouTube channel “And Talk?” (rus. А поговорить?),
which has 1 million followers, and makes documentaries on sensitive social topics. In her
channel, the presenter raises sensitive social and pressing political issues, talking with
famous guests.

Tenacity and the desire to get answers to the most sacred questions are Irina's corporate
identity. On May 22, she will hold a live talk at Startup Village 2020 with Yury Saprykin, Vice
President for International and Regional Development of the Skolkovo Foundation, about
where to put a right punctuation in the phrase “Refrain not to kill Skolkovo is right”, and
whether there are worthy startups in the regions and whether it is possible to build a
global business in Russia.

SpeakerSpeaker

Yury SaprykinYury Saprykin
Skolkovo Foundation, Vice-
President for Regional and
International Development

 ModeratorModerator

Irina ShikhmanIrina Shikhman
YouTube project "And talk?",
Author



Sustainable AI development. Skolkovo and Skoltech global initiativesSustainable AI development. Skolkovo and Skoltech global initiatives

Partner Track, May 22 11:35 — 11:55

DialogueDialogue

The field of artificial intelligence is characterized by a huge speed of development and a
high degree of uncertainty. During a pandemic and economic crisis - in the “new reality”,
the strategic goals and guidelines of AI companies often fall outside the focus of the
leader's attention, giving way to hyperconcentration on short-term operational tasks. This
can lead to a significant weakening of the project’s position during the period of global
economic recovery.

In order to keep their company on the global agenda, the Skolkovo Foundation and
Skoltech plan to launch two major initiatives: Sk [ai] SDG - an initiative implemented by the
Skolkovo Foundation and its partners in the field of artificial intelligence, aimed at finding
solutions that contribute to the achievement of the UN Global Goals, and UNESCO Chair
“Artificial Intelligence” (UNESCO Chair on Artificial Intelligence) based on the Skoltech
Center for Science, Innovation and Education on scientific and engineering computational
technologies for problems with large data sets (Center for Computational an d Data-
Intensive Science and Engineering - CDISE).

Both initiatives are aimed at actively integrating core startups and large corporations into
the global agenda with UN support.

SpeakerSpeaker

Maxim FedorovMaxim Fedorov
Skolkovo Institute of Science and
Technology, Vice-rector for
Artificial Intelligence and
Mathematical Modelling

 ModeratorModerator

Sergei DutovSergei Dutov
Skolkovo Foundation, Business
Development Director

Commercialization of youth innovative startupsCommercialization of youth innovative startups

Partner Track, May 22 12:00 — 12:30

Panel by Department of entrepreneurship and innovative development of MoscowPanel by Department of entrepreneurship and innovative development of Moscow

The infrastructure for innovative projects support is aimed at ones that have a business
perspective. Innovators don’t have enough knowledge to commercialize their ideas.

It is necessary to create conditions for the development of the projects commercial part
right in Moscow districts. An example of solving this problem is the «Business Weekend»
project. The implementation of such programs will help to launch innovative startups.
• Training of basic entrepreneurial skills in educational institutions.
• Implementation of mass scale programs to engage innovators in business activity.
• Involvement of infrastructure support specialists for innovative projects in educational
programs.

SpeakersSpeakers

Mihail DashkievMihail Dashkiev
Units, Founder

Sergei MitrofanovSergei Mitrofanov
Mitrofanov&Partners, Senior
Brand Strategist, Founder

Olesia BelenkaiaOlesia Belenkaia
Department of entrepreneurship
and innovative development of
Moscow, Deputy Head

 ModeratorModerator

Victor BrantVictor Brant
Startech.vc, Partner



How will the EdTech market survive the global crisis?How will the EdTech market survive the global crisis?

Partner Track, May 22 12:35 — 13:05

Fireside ChatFireside Chat

1. What is happening with the EdTech market now?
a. Is it better or worse?
b. Did startups grow, close, get a multiple growth or are they making ends meet?
c. Do investors transfer funds to these assets or are did they put it on pause?

2. What factors influenced the situation the most?
3. What are leaders of EdTech market in Russia doing to influence the situation?
4. Should the education system change after the global quarantine and screaking

digitalization?
5. What recommendations would you give the owners of EdTech businesses in order for

them to develop further?

SpeakersSpeakers

Maxim SpiridonovMaxim Spiridonov
Netology Group, CEO

Alexander LaryanovskiyAlexander Laryanovskiy
Skyeng, Managing partner

 ModeratorModerator

Zamir ShukhovZamir Shukhov
Global Venture Alliance, CEO &
Partner

Choosing the optimal IP protection model in Russia and in the world.Choosing the optimal IP protection model in Russia and in the world.
Patenting, know-how and open licensesPatenting, know-how and open licenses

Partner Track, May 22 13:10 — 13:40

Dialogue with the support of Sk LegalDialogue with the support of Sk Legal

Choosing a strategy for protecting technology and intellectual property in Russia and in the
world. Which is better: patent, know-how or copyright, how to choose and combine forms of
protection? How to earn and control IP in an open source mode? Do you need a patent
protection for technologies used in digital space? Is it worth checking how “clean” an IP is
and its freedom-to-operate in foreign markets? How to reduce the costs of foreign
patenting with the growth of the foreign exchange rate?

SpeakerSpeaker

Dmitry KotlovDmitry Kotlov
Skolkovo Legal, Head of Patent
Practice

 ModeratorModerator

Anton PushkovAnton Pushkov
Skolkovo Legal, Managing
partner



A scenario for the development of a relationship between a startup and aA scenario for the development of a relationship between a startup and a
corporationcorporation

Partner Track, May 22 13:45 — 14:15

Lecture with the support of MTSLecture with the support of MTS

Examples where corporations helped startups become big businesses
When is it time to start working with corporations
The path from the first contact to a long-term contract
Scaling a business - is it possible?
Investments from a corporation
Corporation as a bridge to enter the international market
MTS experience

SpeakerSpeaker

Dmitry KurinDmitry Kurin
MTS StartUp Hub, Director



Сonstruction of technological startups with a complete shortage ofСonstruction of technological startups with a complete shortage of
entrepreneursentrepreneurs

Partner Track, May 22 14:20 — 14:50

Keynote with the support of Fund for Infrastructure and Educational Programs RUSNANO GroupKeynote with the support of Fund for Infrastructure and Educational Programs RUSNANO Group

The TechnoSpark group of companies works according to a startup studio model: it creates
serial technology companies and sells them when they become a business. Today the
TechnoSpark campus has been No. 1 in the ranking of the effectiveness of technology parks
in Russia for 4 years in a row. These are more than 80 startups at various stages of
development.

TechnoSpark has no difficulties with the formulation of business hypotheses, with the
generation of startup ideas. There is an objective difficulty in finding and training business
constructors.
TechnoSpark opened an Entrepreneurship School. Within its framework, mass diagnostics
of potential constructors of companies and training them basic techniques for working in
the technology business are underway.
The main tool for diagnosing and training entrepreneurs are business games. The first of
these is a game # Buildacompanysellacompany.

For 4 years, more than 5 thousand people across the country have attended the School -
from St. Petersburg to Vladivostok. These are employees of TechnoSpark and other start-
up studios, students and employees of universities, participants in various accelerators and
incubators, entrepreneurs and those that are about to be them, employees of corporations
developing domestic entrepreneurship. Two educational recruiting programs
#StartupDiploma and #BusinessDebut are being implemented.

What is the percentage of entrepreneurs in society?
What is a new profession - a business constructor?
Why the game?
What are the main difficulties in including games in activities?
You will hear the answers to these questions as part of this presentation.
Ask questions online during the lecture, as well as in private messages to the
speaker.
More materials are at our stand of the Fund for Infrastructure and Educational
Programs (RUSNANO group), section EXPO, join us.

SpeakerSpeaker

Anna ElashkinaAnna Elashkina
TEN.Education, CEO



Innovations in the industry sector during a pandemic Innovations in the industry sector during a pandemic – a development and a a development and a
real chance to break ahead or a waste of time and resources?real chance to break ahead or a waste of time and resources?

Partner Track, May 22 14:55 — 15:25

Session by Session by I-TecoI-Teco

According to forecasts by Bosch, one of the most advanced companies on implementing
Industry 4.0 solutions, automation and digital transformation at the global level can bring
about 30 billion euros of added value due to new digital products and an additional 40
billion euros of annual investment in the industry.

At the beginning of 2020, Russia ranks 46th in the global innovation index, and industry and
the fuel and energy sector were among the most innovatively active sectors of the economy.
What is happening now during a pandemic? How has the attitude of industrial corporations
change towards innovation? Are there resources and opportunities for testing and
implementation?

SpeakersSpeakers

Anatoliy NasonovAnatoliy Nasonov
AEMZ, CIO

Valeriy FokinValeriy Fokin
Uralchem, CIO

Pavel KovalnogovPavel Kovalnogov
VSMPO-AVISMA Corporation, CIO

 ModeratorModerator

Zhamilya KamenevaZhamilya Kameneva
Innovation Center I-Teco,
Business Development Manager

How do leadership and the corporate environment destroy or support aHow do leadership and the corporate environment destroy or support a
culture of innovation, and where do startups come about?culture of innovation, and where do startups come about?

Partner Track, May 22 15:30 — 16:00

Interview with the support of SanofiInterview with the support of Sanofi

Today, large corporations are one of the main customers and investors of innovative
projects. At the same time, bureaucratic processes and the corporate environment are
different from the spirit of young or even mature startups. As today, leaders of large
companies are changing the strategy for developing a corporate culture and bringing
together experts from different fields to create meaningful innovation.

SpeakerSpeaker

Oxana MongeOxana Monge
Sanofi, Country Chair

 ModeratorModerator

Andrei SharonovAndrei Sharonov
Moscow School of Management
SKOLKOVO, President



Focus on Fintech. Dialogue with Fintech leadersFocus on Fintech. Dialogue with Fintech leaders

Partner Track, May 22 16:05 — 17:05

Fireside chatFireside chat

Fintech is the engine of the fourth industrial revolution, which is becoming an increasingly
dominant part of our lives, and the situation with coronavirus proves this. Fintech is
gradually filling the gap between the declining supply of banks and the growing demand
from the digitalized population of the entire planet. Social distancing and isolation led to an
increase in the use of financial applications in Europe by 72% per week. This can
significantly increase the emergence of new fintech startups in the world, attracting the
attention of investors, and existing companies will grow much faster and will seriously
compete with classical banks.

What new technologies have already appeared?
How do companies reorganize their work in connection with the growing demand for
fintech?
How will the industry be regulated in the future?

SpeakersSpeakers

André BastosAndré Bastos
Rebel, Founder & COO

Ekaterina FrolovichevaEkaterina Frolovicheva
VTB Bank, Head of the
Department of the new
technologies testing

Sergey MednovSergey Mednov
Gazprombank, First Vice
President

Ilya LeirikhIlya Leirikh
TransferWise, Product lead

Andrey ProtopopovAndrey Protopopov
Qiwi, CEO Payments Services
segment

 ModeratorModerator

Brigitte BaumannBrigitte Baumann
Go Beyond Investing, Founder

How Diversity Makes Us SmarterHow Diversity Makes Us Smarter

Partner Track, May 22 17:10 — 17:55

Fireside chat with the support of Women in TechFireside chat with the support of Women in Tech

How business wins by promoting diversity and teams with people of different genders,
races, and other criteria create better high-demand products.

SpeakersSpeakers

Andrey DoronichevAndrey Doronichev
Google, Director of Product
Management

Ekaterina VodopyanEkaterina Vodopyan
Hyperum, Managing Partner

Cara AntoineCara Antoine
Women in Tech, The
Netherlands, President and
Chairwoman of the Advisory
Board

 ModeratorModerator

Elina ValeevaElina Valeeva
Meditivity, CEO & Founder



eCommerce. How the industry responds to the crisiseCommerce. How the industry responds to the crisis

Partner Track, May 22 18:00 — 18:30

Fireside chatFireside chat

What changes is current pandemic situation bringing to ecommerce?
What is the impact on consumer behavior and how it will be transformed further?
What technologies should be leveraged for improving customer experience in today’s
reality?
What businesses should do to tackle the crisis?

SpeakersSpeakers

Carolyn StebbingsCarolyn Stebbings
RAPP, Managing Director,
CodeWorldwide, SVP Data &
Tech

Olaf SlaterOlaf Slater
Sabre Hospitality Solutions,
General Manager Sales, DACH &
Eastern Europe

 ModeratorModerator

Martijn PeetersMartijn Peeters
PwC, Partner, Strategy and
Operations

Retail Banking Trends and TechnologiesRetail Banking Trends and Technologies

Partner Track, May 22 18:35 — 19:05

Interview with the support of GazprombankInterview with the support of Gazprombank

How to successfully develop the retail business during the period of economic
turbulence and what long-term trends should be paid attention to?

Why do banks become like high-tech companies and actively develop remote service
channels?

What innovative developments and modern technical solutions allow us not only to
retain customers, but also attract new ones to the bank?

About this and not only will tell the first vice president, member of the board of
Gazprombank Alexei Popovich in an interview with Anfisa Voronina, the editor-in-chief of
Vedomosti.

SpeakerSpeaker

Alexey PopovichAlexey Popovich
Gazprombank, Member of the
Management Board

 ModeratorModerator

Anfisa VoroninaAnfisa Voronina
Vedomosti, Commercial project
editorial director



Main programMain program
Investment Track ~ May 22 ~ May 22

Lectures and interviews

The development of artificial intelligence in RussiaThe development of artificial intelligence in Russia

Investment Track, May 22 10:00 — 10:25

InterviewInterview

Artificial intelligence is one of the most advanced technological industries, which is actively
developing around the world. The importance of implementing AI in Russia was noted by
President Vladimir Putin, emphasizing the prospects of this area. How does artificial
intelligence help Russians and how does it gradually enter our lives? How is this
technology developing in our country? Will Russia become the first country in the world to
launch unmanned vehicles?

SpeakerSpeaker

Oksana TarasenkoOksana Tarasenko
Ministry of economic
development of the Russian
Federation, Deputy Minister

 ModeratorModerator

Alexander GrekAlexander Grek
Popular Mechanics, Editor-in-
Chief

Meet the Global TechMeet the Global Tech

Investment Track, May 22 10:30 — 11:00

Hosted by Pekka Viljakainen, the bulldozerHosted by Pekka Viljakainen, the bulldozer

In this special track we have a priviledge to meet five ”veterans” of the global techmarket.
Each of them have made several carriers in tech, in different continents and countries.
Each of them are trusted advisors of executives around the world. Each of them have
worked in big tech giants, as well as startups. Pretty tough pack, some might say?

On top of their current roles, they are also active investors and business angels in several
companies. So lets call this group as a SuperBusinessAngels.

In case you have any special questions for them, please submit those directly by email to
bulldozer@sk.ru

PREREADING FOR THE SESSION:
https://www.dropbox.com/s/hq0iw66f2pvjgq7/Hacker_Report_2020.pdf?dl=0

SpeakerSpeaker

Marten MickosMarten Mickos
HackerOne, CEO

 ModeratorModerator

Pekka ViljakainenPekka Viljakainen
Skolkovo Ventures, Chairman of
the Board of Directors

https://www.dropbox.com/s/hq0iw66f2pvjgq7/Hacker_Report_2020.pdf?dl=0


Meet the Global TechMeet the Global Tech

Investment Track, May 22 11:00 — 11:30

Hosted by Pekka Viljakainen, the bulldozerHosted by Pekka Viljakainen, the bulldozer

In this special track we have a priviledge to meet five ”veterans” of the global techmarket.
Each of them have made several carriers in tech, in different continents and countries.
Each of them are trusted advisors of executives around the world. Each of them have
worked in big tech giants, as well as startups. Pretty tough pack, some might say?

On top of their current roles, they are also active investors and business angels in several
companies. So lets call this group as a SuperBusinessAngels.

In case you have any special questions for them, please submit those directly by email to
bulldozer@sk.ru

SpeakerSpeaker

Neil CawseNeil Cawse
Geotab Inc, CEO

 ModeratorModerator

Pekka ViljakainenPekka Viljakainen
Skolkovo Ventures, Chairman of
the Board of Directors

Meet the Global TechMeet the Global Tech

Investment Track, May 22 11:30 — 11:55

Hosted by Pekka Viljakainen, the bulldozerHosted by Pekka Viljakainen, the bulldozer

In this special track we have a priviledge to meet five ”veterans” of the global techmarket.
Each of them have made several carriers in tech, in different continents and countries.
Each of them are trusted advisors of executives around the world. Each of them have
worked in big tech giants, as well as startups. Pretty tough pack, some might say?

On top of their current roles, they are also active investors and business angels in several
companies. So lets call this group as a SuperBusinessAngels.

In case you have any special questions for them, please submit those directly by email to
bulldozer@sk.ru

SpeakerSpeaker

Victor OrlovskyVictor Orlovsky
Fort Ross Ventures, Managing
Partner

 ModeratorModerator

Pekka ViljakainenPekka Viljakainen
Skolkovo Ventures, Chairman of
the Board of Directors

How to draw in investments from venture fundsHow to draw in investments from venture funds

Investment Track, May 22 12:00 — 12:45

Interview with the support of Skolkovo VenturesInterview with the support of Skolkovo Ventures

What do startup investors earn and lose money on? What is a venture capital fund? How
does the fund build its investment strategy? What indicators does it focus on? Why is it
important to understand for a startup when communicating with the fund?

SpeakerSpeaker

Alexander ChachavaAlexander Chachava
LETA Capital, Managing Partner

 ModeratorModerator

Maxim GinzhukMaxim Ginzhuk
Double Data, Founder & CEO



Business Angel. Investments during crisisBusiness Angel. Investments during crisis

Investment Track, May 22 12:50 — 13:20

Interview with the support of Skolkovo VenturesInterview with the support of Skolkovo Ventures

Angel investments are assets to the growth for tech companies. But who are these angels,
where to find them and what criteria do they follow when investing? Examples of star deals.
The relevance of subsiding the business angel investments to stimulate investment growth
in early startups.

SpeakerSpeaker

Sergey DashkovSergey Dashkov
Joint Jorney, Founder

 ModeratorModerator

Stanislav KolesnichenkoStanislav Kolesnichenko
Skolkovo Ventures, Managing
Director

Empowering Russian and Israel Venture EcosystemEmpowering Russian and Israel Venture Ecosystem

Investment Track, May 22 13:25 — 13:55

Lecture with the support of Skolkovo VenturesLecture with the support of Skolkovo Ventures

What makes the Israel Venture Ecosystem unique and outstanding? What factors could be
transferred to Russian ecosystem and boost Russian startups and it’s integration into the
global venture ecosystem.

SpeakerSpeaker

Jon MedvedJon Medved
OurCrowd, CEO

How much is your startup?How much is your startup?

Investment Track, May 22 14:00 — 14:45

Workshop with the support of Skolkovo VenturesWorkshop with the support of Skolkovo Ventures

How to evaluate a startup? Is it necessary to build a DCF model? What multipliers to use?
Analysis of a real case with two projects and their founders.

SpeakerSpeaker

Alexander GornyiAlexander Gornyi
United Investors, Co-founder



Black Swans in VentureBlack Swans in Venture

Investment Track, May 22 14:50 — 15:20

Lecture with the support of Skolkovo VenturesLecture with the support of Skolkovo Ventures

Since Nassim Taleb's celebrated book in Black Swans, there has been continuous
discussion of what this type of fat tailed risk really means for the venture capital and
startups and how it can prepare for the unknown unknowns.

Stuart Lawson has 35 years experience in banking , much of it as a crisis manager for
Citibank across 11 countries . He has had the opportunity of putting his experience into
practice as he led four banks in Russia over the past 25 years. Mr Lawson will attempt the
impossible. To predict the unpredictable 10 top black swans and to give some idea of what
we may face in the coming period and how best to prepare for it for startups and venture
capital.

SpeakerSpeaker

Stuart LawsonStuart Lawson
EY, Senior Advisor

Pitfalls of a venture dealPitfalls of a venture deal

Investment Track, May 22 15:25 — 15:55

Workshop with the support of Skolkovo VenturesWorkshop with the support of Skolkovo Ventures

How to structure a term-sheet and build a negotiation process. Key mistakes to avoid
during negotiations.

SpeakerSpeaker

Pavel MorozovPavel Morozov
Skolkovo Ventures, Managing
Director

Cybersport from all perspectivesCybersport from all perspectives

Investment Track, May 22 16:00 — 16:30

Lecture with the support of Skolkovo VenturesLecture with the support of Skolkovo Ventures

Esports companies attract a significant amount of investments from year to year under one
of the highest multipliers in the venture capital industry.

However, is such a cost justified? What are the fundamental factors of sector attractiveness
for all market players?

SpeakerSpeaker

Tsevdn KanduevTsevdn Kanduev
Skolkovo Ventures, Sr
Investment Manager



From garage to exitFrom garage to exit

Investment Track, May 22 16:35 — 17:05

Lecture with the support of Skolkovo VenturesLecture with the support of Skolkovo Ventures

How to properly form the cost of a startup and the sequence of investment rounds from
angel investments to the exit.

SpeakerSpeaker

Barbod NaminiBarbod Namini
HV Ventures, Partner

Industrial Tech from a VC perspective: Trends, Opportunities and PitfallsIndustrial Tech from a VC perspective: Trends, Opportunities and Pitfalls

Investment Track, May 22 17:10 — 17:40

Lecture with the support of Skolkovo VenturesLecture with the support of Skolkovo Ventures

Startups in Industrial Tech are meant to disrupt entire industries or support the old
economy's digitalization effort. Plenty of buzzwords give the impression that the fully
autonomous factory, the remote maintenance via VR and the robot-steered warehouses
are reality.

In this session we will dismantle the myths around industrial tech trends, look at the
growth opportunities for startups and discuss best-practice examples. We will also
elaborate, why it is so hard to bring industrial tech at scale and what kind of investors
might be most attracted to invest.

SpeakerSpeaker

Marie-Helene AmetsreiterMarie-Helene Ametsreiter
Speedinvest, Partner

How to Raise from Global VCsHow to Raise from Global VCs

Investment Track, May 22 17:45 — 18:15

Lecture with the support of Skolkovo VenturesLecture with the support of Skolkovo Ventures

Alexander Vidiborskiy, Principal at London-based VC firm Atomico, will discuss practical
advice and tips for startups looking to raise from global investors outside their home region
– from what metrics are needed to how to tell your story. He’ll dispel common
misconceptions that both VCs and startups face when going through the process.

SpeakerSpeaker

Alexander VidiborskiyAlexander Vidiborskiy
Atomico, Principal



Venture investments of pandemic worldVenture investments of pandemic world

Investment Track, May 22 18:20 — 19:05

Fireside chat with the support of Skolkovo VenturesFireside chat with the support of Skolkovo Ventures

Speakers will discuss the specifics of venture investments during the pandemic.

Is there use from coronavirus in the world of venture investments? Can I make money
while quarantining?
How can you assess the situation now with investments in startups?
Are there any unicorns in your portfolio?
What projects interest you now?
And what can stop you from closing a deal?
Have you ever made an emotional decision to invest somewhere? If so, what emotions
you followed? Did you like the founders, or did you suddenly decide that this would
bring a lot of money?

SpeakersSpeakers

Carlos Eduardo EspinalCarlos Eduardo Espinal
Seedcamp, Managing Partner

Igor RyabenkiyIgor Ryabenkiy
Altair Capital, Managing Partner

 ModeratorModerator

Pavel MorozovPavel Morozov
Skolkovo Ventures, Managing
Director



Workshop trackWorkshop track
Workshop Track ~ May 21 ~ May 21

Masterclasses

How to solve socio-economic problems using AI & DataHow to solve socio-economic problems using AI & Data

Workshop Track, May 21 11:00 — 11:55

[Join the session](https://us02web.zoom.us/j/86391487747)[Join the session](https://us02web.zoom.us/j/86391487747)

In February 2020, the Agency for Strategic Initiatives and the World Bank launched the
international competition World AI & Data Challenge, which aims to solve global socio-
economic problems with the help of big data processing technologies and artificial
intelligence.
At the masterclass, we will talk about the possibilities of participating in the project, the
social tasks that have already been submitted to the competition, and also how to solve
them using tasks such as recognizing Braille texts and automatically checking the Total
Dictation.
More about the project: https://datamasters.ru/aianddata

Join the session: https://us02web.zoom.us/j/86391487747

SpeakersSpeakers

Andrey PetrovAndrey Petrov
Agency of strategic initiatives,
Program manager

Alexey DralAlexey Dral
BigData Team, CEO & Founder

Yana KovalenkoYana Kovalenko
Agency of strategic initiatives,
Program Manager, Digital
Development Center

https://datamasters.ru/aianddata
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/86391487747


Building an effective Go-To-Market Strategy to enter the foreign marketBuilding an effective Go-To-Market Strategy to enter the foreign market
(USA) using an example of a real startup(USA) using an example of a real startup

Workshop Track, May 21 12:00 — 14:00

[Join the session](https://us02web.zoom.us/j/83988707916)[Join the session](https://us02web.zoom.us/j/83988707916)

The leading mentor of the Executive MBA of Skolkovo Business School, Danil Kislinsky, will
host an interactive master class with a participant of Startup Village conference.

We will invite a startup that is preparing to enter a new market and ask them to tell us
about their business in 15 minutes, so that anyone would want to buy the product.

Danil Kislinsky and the Founder of the startup will conduct a general brainstorming session
in real time, during which the following questions will be answered:

• How to determine the target audience and “pain” of the client?
• How to formulate a value proposition and communicate it?
• Who are the key competitors of your project and how can you differ from them?
• Define benchmarks and product positioning
• Decide which communication channels to use
• Get an action plan

Join the session: https://us02web.zoom.us/j/83988707916

SpeakerSpeaker

Danil KislinskiyDanil Kislinskiy
GSD Venture Studios, Partner &
VP of Global Business
Intelligence

How to build сustomer loyalty to your VKontakte productHow to build сustomer loyalty to your VKontakte product

Workshop Track, May 21 14:05 — 15:05

Workshop by VKontakte [Join the session](https://us02web.zoom.us/j/88387687546)Workshop by VKontakte [Join the session](https://us02web.zoom.us/j/88387687546)

VKontakte tools for forming product loyalty;
VK Mini Apps for prototyping and getting to know the product.

Join the session: https://us02web.zoom.us/j/88387687546

SpeakerSpeaker

Nataliia IakuninaNataliia Iakunina
Vk.com, VK products promotion
director

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/83988707916
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/88387687546


How to quickly increase startup capitalization or get ready to exitHow to quickly increase startup capitalization or get ready to exit

Workshop Track, May 21 15:10 — 16:55

[Join the session](https://us02web.zoom.us/j/88600482292)[Join the session](https://us02web.zoom.us/j/88600482292)

Nowadays it’s zero theory and only practice. In the first part, Evgeniy Borisov, the IIDF
Deputy Director, will talk about portfolio startups and how a technology startup can quickly
increase capitalization and bring exit closer. As a case study, we will examine the rise of
“BrandQuad” startup with its Founder, Philipp Denisov, and “My Guru” startup with
Founder Dmitry Dubinsky.

In the second part of the workshop, together with experts from the IIDF and tceh.com, we
will analyze one of the startups of the workshop participants. We will analyze the product,
select key industries, formulate a proposal, make a calculation of economic efficiency, and
build an action plan. Or even help to implement it as a bonus after the event. Please send
applications by May 29, 2020 at https://tceh.com/startup-level-up/

Join the session: https://us02web.zoom.us/j/88600482292

SpeakersSpeakers

Dmitry DubinskyDmitry Dubinsky
MyGuru.ru, CEO

Eugene BorisoffEugene Borisoff
IIDF, Deputy Director

Philipp DenisovPhilipp Denisov
Brandquad, CEO

Big City Life. Smart city technologies versus global challengesBig City Life. Smart city technologies versus global challenges

Workshop Track, May 21 17:00 — 17:30

[Join the session](https://us02web.zoom.us/j/84284374902)[Join the session](https://us02web.zoom.us/j/84284374902)

How smart city technologies implemented in Moscow help to cope with emergencies and
challenges, for example, with the Covid 19 epidemic. What has been done in the time of
crisis due to the smart city technology, and what was failed? How smart city technology can
allow to maintain a high level of freedom for the majority of citizens and to ensure the
timely detection, treatment and isolation of cases when repetition of the epidemic? What
are the risks of using new technologies in a modern city, including at the time of the
epidemic? The need of what changes in the implemented smart city systems has the
current situation revealed? What will change in general in urban management with the help
of modern technologies following the results of the current crisis?

Join the session: https://us02web.zoom.us/j/84284374902

SpeakersSpeakers

Anatoly ValetovAnatoly Valetov
Moscow Innovation Cluster Fund,
Director

Eduard LysenkoEduard Lysenko
Head of DIT Moscow, Minister of
The Government of Moscow

 ModeratorModerator

Natalia ChernyshevaNatalia Chernysheva
Skolkovo Foundation, Business
Development Director, Cluster of
advanced manufacturing
technologies

https://tceh.com/startup-level-up/
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/88600482292
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/84284374902


The path from an idea to a million dollar investment: what needs to be doneThe path from an idea to a million dollar investment: what needs to be done
and what can interfereand what can interfere

Workshop Track, May 21 17:35 — 18:20

Webinar and analysis of plans to achieve the next round of investment from IIDF experts Webinar and analysis of plans to achieve the next round of investment from IIDF experts [Join the[Join the
session](https://zoom.us/j/94416352621)session](https://zoom.us/j/94416352621)

The second part of the IIDF master class. Dmitry Kalaev, director of the IIDF Accelerator
and Ilya Korolev, IIDF portfolio director will analyze live start-ups of the workshop's
participants in terms of attracting investments. Experts will tell you what “red flags” an
investor sees in each of the cases, what needs to be changed and what indicators to
improve in order to remove them and successfully close the deal.

Join the session: https://zoom.us/j/94416352621

SpeakersSpeakers

Dmitry KalaevDmitry Kalaev
IIDF Accelerator, Director

Ilya KorolevIlya Korolev
IIDF, Portfolio Director

https://zoom.us/j/94416352621


Workshop trackWorkshop track
Workshop Track ~ May 22 ~ May 22

Masterclasses

How will demand change and in which markets will startups be mostHow will demand change and in which markets will startups be most
successful?successful?

Workshop Track, May 22 11:00 — 11:30

[Join the session](https://us02web.zoom.us/j/82900800387)[Join the session](https://us02web.zoom.us/j/82900800387)

NTI launches a new project of Foresight markets. Learn how to participate, identify areas
of growth in demand and business, find like-minded people, get financial and legislative
support.

Join the session: https://us02web.zoom.us/j/82900800387

SpeakerSpeaker

Anastasia MorozovaAnastasia Morozova
NTI platform, Community
deveopment director

Why do we believe that the entrepreneurial community can do more thanWhy do we believe that the entrepreneurial community can do more than
each of us individually?each of us individually?

Workshop Track, May 22 11:35 — 12:05

[Join the session](https://us02web.zoom.us/j/83328218604)[Join the session](https://us02web.zoom.us/j/83328218604)

Entrepreneurs on thinking and working together, developing markets and ensuring
business growth. FoodNet, GameNet, and EduNet NTI.

Join the session: https://us02web.zoom.us/j/83328218604

SpeakersSpeakers

Alexander LaryanovskiyAlexander Laryanovskiy
Skyeng, Managing partner

Anna NenakhovaAnna Nenakhova
EFKO, Director of innovation

Alexander ZezyulinAlexander Zezyulin
Wargaming, Head of R&D

 ModeratorModerator

Anastasia MorozovaAnastasia Morozova
NTI platform, Community
deveopment director

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/82900800387
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/83328218604


Startup in IoT: why do you need it and how to do itStartup in IoT: why do you need it and how to do it

Workshop Track, May 22 12:10 — 12:40

Workshop by MTS [Join the session](https://us02web.zoom.us/j/87428129747)Workshop by MTS [Join the session](https://us02web.zoom.us/j/87428129747)

We will talk about the prospects of IoT in Russia, which industries will develop the fastest in
the near future, i.e. where to look when developing solutions. We will discuss specialized
networks of IoT (NB-IoT): what it is, what are they for, what are the features of working with
a network, and how you can try to work on it without investing millions. And we will talk
about DevKit MTS.

Join the session: https://us02web.zoom.us/j/87428129747

SpeakerSpeaker

Ivan AstakhovIvan Astakhov
MTS, Cheif of IoT Product
development center

Tasty molecules: from pleasure to healthTasty molecules: from pleasure to health

Workshop Track, May 22 12:45 — 13:15

[Join the session](https://us02web.zoom.us/j/81808077855)[Join the session](https://us02web.zoom.us/j/81808077855)

We are what we eat.

Food brings not only calories and vitamins to the body, but also greatly affects our
physiological state. Previously, a lot of attention was paid to the external “yummy” look,
now there is more talk about the chemical composition of the consumed products. By
combining knowledge of metabolism and genetics with modern technology, mankind has
entered a new stage in food evolution.

Remember what you ate 10 or 15 years ago, did your diet remain the same? Food formats
are constantly being adjusted based on individual customer requests. More and more
consumers are interested in the most useful combinations with "superfoods", alternative
sources of proteins, various individual diets.

Is conscious eating behavior transforming the food industry, or vice versa?
What secrets do modern genetics reveal?
What do the food industry giants offer?
And who in reality determines the daily diet of humanity?
We’ll discuss the future of food at the “Tasty molecules: from pleasure to health”
session on May 22 at the Startup Village Livestream’20 conference.

Join the session: https://us02web.zoom.us/j/81808077855

SpeakersSpeakers

Artem ElmuratovArtem Elmuratov
Genotek, Head of Business
Development

Andrey ZyuzinAndrey Zyuzin
EFKO Innovations, CEO

 ModeratorModerator

Natalia KrasheninnikNatalia Krasheninnik
Skolkovo Foundation, AgBiotech
Advancement Lead

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/87428129747
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/81808077855


Pitch session of the 1st round winners of the Promtech joint program,Pitch session of the 1st round winners of the Promtech joint program,
developed by Skolkovo Foundation and Ai-Teko Innovation Centerdeveloped by Skolkovo Foundation and Ai-Teko Innovation Center

Workshop Track, May 22 13:20 — 13:50

Session by I-Teco [Join the session](https://us02web.zoom.us/j/86545507910)Session by I-Teco [Join the session](https://us02web.zoom.us/j/86545507910)

The Promtech program is aimed at searching, selecting and supporting companies that
offer solutions for the industrial sector. In the first round of the program, which was from
March 10 to May 20, 2020, more than 200 applications were considered. The session will
feature 5 companies that have successfully completed all stages of the first round: Hexa
LLC, MESPACE, RoboCV X-MOTION, Vizorlabs, VR Training System.

The Promtech program is the third joint project of Skolkovo Foundation and I-Teco: in 2018
they successfully implemented the program for FinTech and retail, and in 2019 for the
banking sector.

Startups are invited to participate in the Promtech program https://promtech.iteco-
inno.ru/, that are working with big data, neurotechnology and AI, distributed registry
systems, quantum technologies, industrial Internet, robotics components and sensors,
wireless technology, technology ща virtual and augmented reality.

Join the session: https://us02web.zoom.us/j/86545507910

SpeakersSpeakers

Aziz BeytullaevAziz Beytullaev
RoboCV, CEO

Igor KulikovIgor Kulikov
HEXA, Partner

Vyacheslav BukharovVyacheslav Bukharov
Mespace, Head of
Implementation

Vasiliy DolgovVasiliy Dolgov
VizorLabs, CEO

Stanislav StarykhStanislav Starykh
VR Professionals, Founder &
CEO

 ModeratorsModerators

Zhamilya KamenevaZhamilya Kameneva
Innovation Center I-Teco,
Business Development Manager

Anton ProninAnton Pronin
Skolkovo Foundation, Director,
Corporate accelerator programs

Control your project: safety tools for capital assets and businessControl your project: safety tools for capital assets and business

Workshop Track, May 22 13:55 — 14:25

[Join the session](https://us02web.zoom.us/j/82399724338)[Join the session](https://us02web.zoom.us/j/82399724338)

How to legally ensure a ban on when there is a leak of confidential information to
competitors? Safety measures that will help maintain control over the project and avoid
unexpected losses. How to ensure effective control, management and development of the
project? How not to lose control over the company when building relationships with
partners and investors. Responsibilities of governing bodies and shareholders in
bankruptcy - risks and consequences.

Join the session: https://us02web.zoom.us/j/82399724338

SpeakerSpeaker

Aleksey FedotovAleksey Fedotov
Skolkovo Legal, Head of Legal
Practice

 ModeratorModerator

Anton PushkovAnton Pushkov
Skolkovo Legal, Managing
partner

https://promtech.iteco-inno.ru/
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/86545507910
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/82399724338


Introduction to quantum computing technology: quantum computers andIntroduction to quantum computing technology: quantum computers and
algorithmsalgorithms

Workshop Track, May 22 14:30 — 15:45

[Join the session](https://us02web.zoom.us/j/83562865377)[Join the session](https://us02web.zoom.us/j/83562865377)

Quantum computers are a technology that can potentially change the world of high-
performance computing. This explains the enormous interest and significant investments
in this area. But how far is reality from expectations? What are the possibilities of quantum
computers now and how will this technology develop in the near future? What opportunities
does the inceptive industry open up for people who were initially far from quantum physics,
for example, IT specialists?

Join the session: https://us02web.zoom.us/j/83562865377

SpeakersSpeakers

Stanislav StraupeStanislav Straupe
Quantum Technology Centre,
Faculty of Physics, Lomonosov
Moscow State University, Senior
researcher, Head of the
Quantum Computing Laboratory

Igor ZacharovIgor Zacharov
Skoltech, Senior Research
Scientist

Workshop on developing algorithms for working on a quantum computerWorkshop on developing algorithms for working on a quantum computer

Workshop Track, May 22 15:50 — 17:05

[Join the session](https://us02web.zoom.us/j/89790554725)[Join the session](https://us02web.zoom.us/j/89790554725)

Workshop on the development of algorithms and software for quantum machines of the
present and near future.

Join the session: https://us02web.zoom.us/j/89790554725

SpeakersSpeakers

Stanislav StraupeStanislav Straupe
Quantum Technology Centre,
Faculty of Physics, Lomonosov
Moscow State University, Senior
researcher, Head of the
Quantum Computing Laboratory

Mikhail SayginMikhail Saygin
MSU Quantum Technologies
Centre, Senior Researcher

Gleb StruchalinGleb Struchalin
MSU Quantum Technology
Centre, Scientific fellow

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/83562865377
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/89790554725


The first steps in Britain - how to open an office and start sellingThe first steps in Britain - how to open an office and start selling

Workshop Track, May 22 17:10 — 17:40

[Join the session](https://us02web.zoom.us/j/86025227113)[Join the session](https://us02web.zoom.us/j/86025227113)

UK is one of the most attractive markets in Europe. The total size of the market, a
developed startup infrastructure, a relative availability of investment capital, government
measures to stimulate technology companies that’s what makes the country one of the
most desirable markets where you can land your international business. At the same time,
British business can become a springboard for the conquest of the United States and
continental Europe. On the other hand, there are subtleties in conquering the British
market.

During the master class you will know how to prepare for taking over the market and
taking the first steps. How to open an office, what can help in registering an account, how it
makes sense to advance and sell in Britain. Many of these methods are universal, and will
help in winning over other foreign markets.

The master class is for managers and marketers of companies that are thinking about
entering foreign markets and, in particular, the UK market.

Join the session: https://us02web.zoom.us/j/86025227113

SpeakerSpeaker

Nastasya SavinaNastasya Savina
1step2market, CEO

Attracting financing on investment platforms: the algorithm of actions andAttracting financing on investment platforms: the algorithm of actions and
the main risksthe main risks

Workshop Track, May 22 17:45 — 18:15

[Join the session](https://us02web.zoom.us/j/84725445185)[Join the session](https://us02web.zoom.us/j/84725445185)

How to register financing attraction through specialized investment platforms under the
new law? Key features of the operation of investment platforms, ways of providing
investments through investment platforms, the main restrictions on attracting financing
through investment platforms, and other issues. The benefits provided by law to joint stock
companies, including those that are Skolkovo residents.

Join the session: https://us02web.zoom.us/j/84725445185

SpeakerSpeaker

Aleksey FedotovAleksey Fedotov
Skolkovo Legal, Head of Legal
Practice

 ModeratorModerator

Anton PushkovAnton Pushkov
Skolkovo Legal, Managing
partner

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/86025227113
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/84725445185


The future of the art market: art and technologyThe future of the art market: art and technology

Workshop Track, May 22 18:20 — 18:50

[Join the session](https://us02web.zoom.us/j/87636920723)[Join the session](https://us02web.zoom.us/j/87636920723)

The future of the art market: art and technology. Today, it is increasingly dependent on the
technologies occurring in a global pandemic. Here are some questions that will help us
track this interconnection.
• What is the role of technology in the art market?
• Why are the art fair Art Basel and Frieze going online?
• How does this fit into digital art?
• CADAF.art as an example of an interactive virtual art fair.

Join the session: https://us02web.zoom.us/j/87636920723

SpeakerSpeaker

Elena ZavelevElena Zavelev
CADAF and New Art Academy,
Founder & CEO

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/87636920723


Partners' eventsPartners' events
Moscow Track ~ May 21 ~ May 21

Lectures and discussions

Rapid solutions for сity and business digital environmentRapid solutions for сity and business digital environment

Moscow Track, May 21 11:00 — 12:00

[Expert discussion](https://expo.startupvillage.ru/promo/mos)[Expert discussion](https://expo.startupvillage.ru/promo/mos)

Under quarantine all existing mechanisms for design and development of solutions have
become irrelevant for constantly changing environment. Rapid creative approaches and
flexible processes for easy rearrangement became main basics for company sustainable
development.
One of the convenient tools of searching for the answers to city and business tasks are
special events like hackathons, that solve following tasks:
● Ideas and concepts crowdsourcing
● Rapid testing of product hypotheses
● Company innovative brand development
● Promotion of own developments and technologies among participants
● Qualified personnel attraction for the digital transformation

Moderator:Moderator:
Svetlana TerekhovaSvetlana Terekhova, Onlina hackathon VirusHack tracker
Speakers:Speakers:
Dmitry Vlasenkov,Dmitry Vlasenkov, Innovation project manager Х5 Retail Group
Otari Melikishvili,Otari Melikishvili, AI Product's Leader, SberCloud
Vitaly Mzokov,Vitaly Mzokov, Head of Innovation Hub, Kaspersky
Vladislav Duplyakin, Vladislav Duplyakin, Winner of Urban.Tech Moscow 2019, VirusHack 2020
Maria Bogomolova, Maria Bogomolova, Deputy Director, Moscow Agency of Innovations

IT for Export after the PandemicIT for Export after the Pandemic

Moscow Track, May 21 12:00 — 13:00

[TechTalk](https://expo.startupvillage.ru/promo/mos)[TechTalk](https://expo.startupvillage.ru/promo/mos)

COVID-19 showed entrepreneurs that it is no longer possible to conduct business in the old
way. Even absolute skeptics decide to digitize, urgently reconstruct processes, products
and communications with an emphasis on online. The demand for IT solutions will
increase, as solutions in this particular area will allow businesses to quickly adapt to new
realities in any situation. How to make the most of this opportunity?
● Early formation of a pool of post-pandemic offers.
● Discuss the difficulties faced by a potential exporter.
● Case studies on working initiatives of specific actions aimed at developing foreign sales.
● How Moscow can help the capital's it companies go abroad.

Moderator: Moderator: 
Renat Lashin,Renat Lashin, Executive director of the Association of Software Product Developers
Speakers:Speakers:
Vitaly Stepanov,Vitaly Stepanov, Deputy General Director of Moscow Export Center
Yuri Ushakov,Yuri Ushakov, Sales Director of «Elcomsoft» LLC
Nikita Mikhailov,Nikita Mikhailov, General Director of «Getrealprice» LLC



Support for early-stage technology startups in Moscow. The program of theSupport for early-stage technology startups in Moscow. The program of the
Moscow Seed Fund.Moscow Seed Fund.

Moscow Track, May 21 13:00 — 14:00

[Interview](https://expo.startupvillage.ru/promo/mos)[Interview](https://expo.startupvillage.ru/promo/mos)

What opportunities does a startup, developing its project in Moscow, have for financing?
Success story of Moscow startups. How can the venture investment market change due to
the pandemic and the transition of many businesses online? About this and much more in
an interview with the executive director of Moscow Seed Fund.

The Moscow Seed Fund invests in projects together with private investors (among them are
venture capital funds and business angels who invest in Russia and abroad) on the terms of
co-investment.
The Moscow Seed Fund portfolio includes startups from various sphere: IT, instrument
making, medicine, education, sports, etc.

Moderator:Moderator:
Eduard Gurinovich,Eduard Gurinovich, Serial entrepreneur, investor
Speakers:Speakers:
Alexey Kostrov, Alexey Kostrov, Executive director Moscow Seed Fund

Resources for the development of entrepreneurs in modern conditionsResources for the development of entrepreneurs in modern conditions

Moscow Track, May 21 14:00 — 15:00

[Keynote](https://expo.startupvillage.ru/promo/mos)[Keynote](https://expo.startupvillage.ru/promo/mos)

The session will allow you to better understand what difficulties an entrepreneur faces and
learn practices, that help you be as effective as possible. Today Moscow for the start and
development of business gives you the opportunity not only to make a diagnosis of your own
competencies as an entrepreneur, but also get free access to more than 1000 targeted
programs and tools.
Why does individual development trajectory allow you to increase business efficiency by
20% through the practice of emotional leadership and team management.
● What opportunities does Moscow provide for starting and developing a business?
● How does emotional intelligence make entrepreneurs outstanding entrepreneurs?

Speaker:Speaker:
Victoria Shimanskaya,Victoria Shimanskaya, Doctor of psychology, Russian expert on the development of
emotional intelligence, lecturer MGIMO



Business-case competition Business-case competition – youth and innovation collaboration youth and innovation collaboration

Moscow Track, May 21 15:00 — 16:00

[Workshop](https://expo.startupvillage.ru/promo/mos)[Workshop](https://expo.startupvillage.ru/promo/mos)

The event is dedicated to the Future Tech programme presentation. Future Tech supports
tech entrepreneurs and develops a bond with students and young specialists via business-
case competitions. Moreover, it will demonstrate the benefits of the case competitions for
startups and young specialists.
● The presentation of «Future Tech» programme that supports tech entrepreneurs’
businesses by solving their urgent business cases with a young specialists’ community
● Business case development methodology and decision-making process, the assessment
criteria, algorithm for skills’ testing
● The benefits of the case method for startups, universities and young specialists

Moderator:Moderator:
Ekaterina Brazhnikova, Ekaterina Brazhnikova, Head of SME Division, Moscow Agency of innovations
Speakers:Speakers:
Pavel Shershnev, Pavel Shershnev, CEO Tango.Vision
Ilya Lepeshkin,Ilya Lepeshkin, Head of the project activity Center of Moscow Polytechnic University
Naylya Ilmanbetova, Naylya Ilmanbetova, Director of the services department, Skolkovo Technopark
Anastasia Aldoshina,Anastasia Aldoshina, Student of Moscow Polytechnic University

Market e-commerce Market: prospects for developmentMarket e-commerce Market: prospects for development

Moscow Track, May 21 16:00 — 17:00

[TechTalk](https://expo.startupvillage.ru/promo/mos)[TechTalk](https://expo.startupvillage.ru/promo/mos)

Online trading has become an integral part of the global economy. According to experts '
forecasts, by 2036, the volume of the global e-commerce market will exceed the volume of
traditional
retail. In 2019, the market for online retail exports of goods from Russia grew by 24%
compared to 2018. The volume of this segment of the economy amounted to $817 million.
At the same time, Russian companies still underestimate the B2B segment of the e-
commerce market, which is no less marginal and low-risk than the B2C segment.
● What areas of e-commerce are the most promising in 2020?
● How did the situation with the COVID-19 pandemic affect the e-commerce market?
● What support measures can Moscow offer?

Moderator:Moderator:
Artem Sokolov,Artem Sokolov, President of the Association of Internet Commerce Companies



Partners' eventsPartners' events
VTB Track ~ May 21 ~ May 21

Lectures

Life online: New features of digital services for entrepreneursLife online: New features of digital services for entrepreneurs

VTB Track, May 21 13:30 — 14:00

[Lecture](https://expo.startupvillage.ru/promo/vtb)[Lecture](https://expo.startupvillage.ru/promo/vtb)

About how today's client profile is changing while shifting to online format and how MSB
VTB digital services help to accelerate and simplify business.

Speaker:Speaker:
Andrey Aleksakhin, Andrey Aleksakhin, Head of New Digital Services, VTB Digital Corporate Business
Department

VTB Accelerator: quick start for cooperation with the BankVTB Accelerator: quick start for cooperation with the Bank

VTB Track, May 21 15:30 — 16:00

[Lecture](https://expo.startupvillage.ru/promo/vtb)[Lecture](https://expo.startupvillage.ru/promo/vtb)

● Solutions that VTB is looking for
● What to expect in a new VTB Accelerator selection?
● How startup examination system works?

Speaker:Speaker:
Nataliya Degtyareva, Nataliya Degtyareva, Director, VTB Accelerator



Partners' eventsPartners' events
Moscow Track ~ May 22 ~ May 22

Lectures and discussions

Technology tours for startupsTechnology tours for startups

Moscow Track, May 22 11:15 — 12:15

[TechTalk](https://expo.startupvillage.ru/promo/mos)[TechTalk](https://expo.startupvillage.ru/promo/mos)

Technological tours of enterprises are an opportunity for start-ups to obtain the necessary
knowledge, to establish business ties, as well as to scale their project. It is also an
additional opportunity to exchange experience, additional funding in the development of a
product, convenient communication with state executive bodies.
● How do I create new tech leaders? Model of interaction between large business and
start-ups.
● The project «Day without turnstiles» – simplification of regulation of interaction with
start-ups.

Moderator:Moderator:
Evgeny Sobolev,Evgeny Sobolev, Tekhnobroker; co-founder of Scanderm; Founder of working groups of
technological entrepreneurs under the Ministry of Industry and Trade of the Russian
Federation
Speakers:Speakers:
Olesya Belenkaya, Olesya Belenkaya, Deputy Head of the Department of Entrepreneurship and Innovative
Development of Moscow
Christina Kolesnikova, Christina Kolesnikova, Director of External Communications, Prosveshcheniye company
Olga Malashkina, Olga Malashkina, Deputy General Director for Personnel Management, Legal, Corporate
and Organizational Affairs, Shvabe holding
Polina Dzyubenko, Polina Dzyubenko, Head of excursion program development, Coca-Cola of HBC Russia
Ivan Andrianov, Ivan Andrianov, Chief specialist of the Research and analytical center Roscosmos

The Moscow innovation pilot programThe Moscow innovation pilot program

Moscow Track, May 22 13:00 — 14:00

[TechTalk](https://expo.startupvillage.ru/promo/mos)[TechTalk](https://expo.startupvillage.ru/promo/mos)

It is necessary for start-ups to have «Pilot» sites for testing new products and services in
order to advance to the market and attract financing.
The Moscow innovation pilot program is a service for small and medium-size innovative
companies that enables them to test their solutions in Moscow.
● How to promote innovative solutions in the urban and corporate order market?
● In what direction is it necessary to move in order to maintain and increase the potential of
«flexibility» and «sustainability» of Moscow?

Moderator:Moderator:
Ekaterina Brazhnikova, Ekaterina Brazhnikova, Deputy CEO «Moscow Agency of Innovations»
Speakers:Speakers:
Ivan Melnik, Ivan Melnik, Director of Business Development, X5 Retail Group
Vladimir Bukreev,Vladimir Bukreev, Founder, Nursing homes for elderly people Mirra
Aleksandr Mityushkin,Aleksandr Mityushkin, Executive Director, TIOKRAFT
Alexander Seredinsky, Alexander Seredinsky, Protective screens production, CEO



Be win-to-win. TravelTech as the superpower of the Russian Travel industryBe win-to-win. TravelTech as the superpower of the Russian Travel industry

Moscow Track, May 22 14:00 — 15:00

[Open dialogue](https://expo.startupvillage.ru/promo/mos)[Open dialogue](https://expo.startupvillage.ru/promo/mos)

Despite any difficult circumstances, Travel industry has great economic potential and is an
important resource and source of soft power for any country. Popular TravelTech startups /
projects have already been launched in Russia, but it is obvious that an ecosystem is still
being formed to support them.
● Who needs Travel startups and how is the system of interaction between players in the
market built?
● How does TravelTech change in a pandemic? What new players are appearing?
● Does the open innovation model work in the tourism industry? What tools will stimulate
the introduction of new solutions and services in the tourism industry?

Moderator:Moderator:
Lyudmila Bulavkina, Lyudmila Bulavkina, Business angel, entrepreneur, marketer with 20 years of experience
(Odnoklassniki, YouDo, ABBYY)
Speakers:Speakers:
Ksenya Boykova,Ksenya Boykova, Deputy General Director for External Relations & MICE, Moscow Project
Office for the Development of Tourism and Hospitality
Vladimir Rubtsov,Vladimir Rubtsov, Commercial director, TUI Russia and the CIS
Vadim Mamontov,Vadim Mamontov, Founder and CEO, RussiaDiscovery
Vladimir Varnavsky,Vladimir Varnavsky, Founder and CEO, VResorts

Medical technology - the challenges of a new realityMedical technology - the challenges of a new reality

Moscow Track, May 22 15:00 — 16:00

[Q&A session](https://expo.startupvillage.ru/promo/mos)[Q&A session](https://expo.startupvillage.ru/promo/mos)

Moscow accelerator is a startup scaling program that combines the efforts of the city,
corporations and young entrepreneurs. The project is implemented by the Moscow Agency
of Innovations, Moscow Innovation Cluster with the support of the Department of
entrepreneurship and innovative development of Moscow.
The development of digital services is becoming a clear trend in healthcare. During the
session, the speakers will discuss:
● Digital services market development
● Change in the nature of diagnosis, treatment principles, medical infrastructure
● Search for startups that can offer new solutions to long-standing problems
● Sovereign innovative pharmaceutical industry in Russia

Moderator:Moderator:
Ksenia Borbacheva,Ksenia Borbacheva, Deputy CEO, Moscow Agency of Innovations
Speakers:Speakers:
Alexey Parabuchev, Alexey Parabuchev, CEO of the Moscow Agency of Innovations
Alena DolgovaAlena Dolgova, Head of International Cooperation Departmen, Moscow Innovation Cluster
Irina Tyrnova,Irina Tyrnova, General Director of ChemRar Research Institute – R&D CRO
Dmitry Fadin,Dmitry Fadin, Director of Innovation and Organizational Development, Invitro Group of
Companies



Startup Cafe: Future RetailStartup Cafe: Future Retail

Moscow Track, May 22 16:00 — 17:00

[Panel](https://expo.startupvillage.ru/promo/mos)[Panel](https://expo.startupvillage.ru/promo/mos)

Companies worldwide are speeding up plans to automate their businesses as workers are
forced to stay at home during the coronavirus outbreak. Thus, Amazon, which has
expanded into grocery selling, has a supermarket with no checkout assistants, relying
instead on sensors to track what shoppers removed from shelves, using «just walk out»
technology to bill customers and end queues.

Experts, investors, city government and startups will gather to discuss the most acute
issues in retail in Russia. The aim of the panel is to show startups how grocery and retail
stores adjust to the new reality and whether they plan to focus on new investment in digital
and technology once normality returns.

Moderator:Moderator:
Inna Gudovich,Inna Gudovich, Head of Department, Moscow Agency of Innovations
Speakers:Speakers:
Alexey Parabuchev,Alexey Parabuchev, СЕО, Moscow Agency of Innovations
Alexandra Artyushkina,Alexandra Artyushkina, CCO, Lamoda Group
Ivan Melnik,Ivan Melnik, Innovaitons Director, X5 Retail Group
Vyacheslav BocharovVyacheslav Bocharov, Сo-founder, Samokat



Partners' eventsPartners' events
VTB Track ~ May 22 ~ May 22

Lectures

How pilot projects are being made in VTB Accelerator: startups andHow pilot projects are being made in VTB Accelerator: startups and
customers points of viewcustomers points of view

VTB Track, May 22 14:00 — 14:30

[Lecture](https://expo.startupvillage.ru/promo/vtb)[Lecture](https://expo.startupvillage.ru/promo/vtb)

We are going to talk about challenges that startups and clients facing during pilot projects.
We will consider which problems can be solved by startup from the clients perspective and
how to develop the right interaction.

Speakers:Speakers:
Anton Myhin Anton Myhin Executive director of business coordination and analysis department, VTB
bank.
Alexander AbolmasovAlexander Abolmasov Founder, Aprbot

How to build communication with customers and manage services duringHow to build communication with customers and manage services during
quarantine and companyquarantine and company’s remote works remote work

VTB Track, May 22 15:00 — 15:30

[Lecture](https://expo.startupvillage.ru/promo/vtb)[Lecture](https://expo.startupvillage.ru/promo/vtb)

● How to reduce the risk and prevent the customer loss during quarantine.
● Additional ways to establish a contact with a client at the time of limited business activity
● Considering empathy as a business tool

Speaker:Speaker:
Mihail Kachalkin, Mihail Kachalkin, CEO, Cifra, VTB subsidiary
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